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College deans, coordinator resign
by Rick Brunson
News editor

Two UCF deans and the
Coordinator. of ·Alumni Relations have resigned.
Dr. Ralph Llewellyn; dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences, and Dr. Owen Elder,
dean of the College of Health,
handed in their resignations
to University Provost Leslie
Ellis
Tuesday.
Mark
Glickman ·of Alumni Relations left UCF Feb. 17.
Llewellyn will remain as
dean through the summer and
then take a teaching post in
the Department of Physics in
he fall. He declined to comment on his r-esignation saying Wednesday that it was
sti "premature" ·to make a
statement. H~ had been dean
of the college since 1980. ·

Elder, who had been the
dean since 1978; · will leave
UCF June 30 to. become vice
president of Belhaven College
in J ack'son, Miss. He could
not be reached for comment.
Glickman .has taken a position as director of development for Junior Achievement
of Orange County. His
responsibilities will include
fund ra1smg, general
marketing and public relations.
"It was time for a move,"
Glickman said Wednesday.
He described his new job as
''a real ·good opportunity for
me professionally and financially." Glickman started as
program director for the Student Center in 1976. He ·
became coordinator of Alumni Relations in 1978.
Ellis praised the deans in a
letter, saying of Elder that

Ralph Llewellyn

"the College of Health has
grown and prospered under
your leadership,'' and of
Llewellyn that, ''your
outstanding performance in

Owen Elder

Mark Glickman

setting of goals has been one
of the major contributions
you have made during your
administration."
·
Interim deans will be nam-

ed for the colleges until national searches can be conducted and successors found
sqmetime between January
and June of next year.

t
News editor

Thirty-six students in the
music department have signed a petition and presented ·It
to department chairman Dr.
Gary Wolf, citing grievances
they have with him and the
department. The students say
in the nine-point petition that
they have "suffered" in their
"learning ·environment''
because of "faculty disunity
and friction," along with
othe~ problems.
However, Wolf and Dean

Beltway to cut near UCF

a e petition

Ralph Llewellyn of the College of Arts and Sciences say
the department is not suffering from discord.
"We have had the most
pleasant faculty meetings
this year that I've ever had,"
Wolf said.
Llewellyn agreed, saying ·
there has been higher muscial
productivity and that the
department is experiencing
an ''improving upswing.''
A group of nine of the
students met with the Future
last week to expound on the
petition and the problems

they say exist in the music
department. They requested
anonymity because they fear,
as one voice major put it, "the
threat of legal action and being expelled from school."
The Future also met with
Wolf and Dr. Ralph
Llewellyn, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences W ednesday to' get their views on the
students' grievances.
The students said they
have four basic concerns:
•A departmental policy
Music, page 5
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by Carey J asa
Future news

If the northern extension of
the beltway proposed by the
Orlando/Orange County Expressway Authority is built,
traffic on University
Boulevard would become
more congested, according to
Tracy Watson, Orange County planning director.
She said some congestion
would occur depending upon
how the interchange is built
in the Dean Road and Uni versity Boulevard area.
"University Boulevard
would have to be six-laned a
whole lot sooner than planned." Watson said.
However, the Orange County Commission has proposed
a different route that would
put the beltway east of UCF.
There would be little effect

upon UCF ·commuters if this They want to move the
route is used.
beltway east of UCF through
Any effect felt would be by a less developed area. The exthose in the Research Park pressway authority says such
area, said Watson.
a move would put the toll
The beltway route proposed road through an environmenby the expressway authority tally sensitive area and out of
would extend the East-West the way of drivers.
Expressway through the
At a meeting Wednesday,
Dean Road area and continue engineers from the authority
past Aloma Avenue. It would presented their case for the
extend to State Road 46A ·beltway's proposed route.
through Sanford, Wekiva Orange County Commission
State Park, Apopka and Chairman Low Treadway
through the Windermere again opposed the authority's
area.
_
plan.
Two different routes for the
John Gray, director of the
beltway have been propesed authority, said Wednesday
because the Orange County that the chairman "Of the
Commission .and the Orange authority, James Greene, proCounty Expressway Authori- posed the establishment of a
ty are in disagreement. The workshop consisting of
commissioners are concerned members of the commission
that the proposed route and the authority so alterLhrough the Dean Road area native routes could be
would tear up existing homes. discussed. -
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News beat
Repelhng tower open Tuesdays
The UCF repelling tower, located on the north side of the
Humanities and Fine Arts building at Drigger's Field, is now
open from noon to 2 p.m. every Tuesday. All students who ·
have ever wanted to test their skills at the vigorous Alpine
sport of repelling are encouraged to use the facility.

SC handling .lost a·n d found
The UCF Police Department will no longer be handling lost
· and found prop~rty. Anyone turning in found 'property or searching for lost items will be referred to the Student Center lost
and found. The only exception to this policy will be items turned in after SC operational hours on weekends or holidays. In
this situation, the property will be-held at t4e police station un.til the next working day, at which time it will be taken to the
SC lost and found.

-~
.~

•.

International week March 19-23

Construction began recently on the Center for Engineering and Business Administration
Building. Phase I of the project will be a ·120,000-square-foot hi-tech classroom and laboratory
facility. Phase] should be completed by June 1985.

The Association of International Students will hold its third
annual International Week, March 19-23. A concert dinner will
be held on the final day of the week. For .more information contact Jihad Salkini at the Association of International Students
at 275-2653. Also, all international students are encouraged to
stop by SC 152 and renew their applications in the organization.

Peogle in the news

Scholarships to be awarded
Twenty-one scholarships totaling $23,400 will be awarded
this year by the UCF Alumni Association.
Included are awards to UCF students, to area community
college students who pfan to attend the university next fall, to
athletic programs and to minority students.
Interested persons can pick up applications at tl).e Alumni
Relations Office in the Administration Building, or by calling
275-2233. The deadline for submissions is March 30.
There will be 10 Alumni Fellows awards of $800 apiece to
currently enrolled UCF students. At least one scholarship will
be awarded at each class level, including a senior for use in
graducate study at UCF.
The top student in the junior class will receive the annual
$1,000 Millican Scholarship for use as a senior.
Six students currently enrolled in the six commnity colleges
in Central Florida will be awarded $800 apiece to attend UCF
this fall. Candidates must be nominated by their college
presidents.
All of the scholarships noted are based upon academic·.
achievement rat.her than financial need.
Other scholarships being awarded this year include: $4,000
for a National Merit Scholarship recipient, $3,600 for a Football Founder scholarship; $1,000 towards the John
Washington Memorial Scholarship Program for minority
students and $1,000 for women's athletics.

Spend

th~

summer in Italy _

Students intert:sted in getting a chance to spend a semester
in Florence, Italy to study the art and culture of Italy should
attend a meeting March 2 in FA 516 with Professor John
Reich, Director fo the State ·university Student Center in
Florence. He and his assistant, Mark Pietrolungo, can answer
questions about the progr~m.

Health Fair volunteers needed
The UCF College of Health annual Health Fair has been set
for March 29. An organizational meeting for all students interested in helping with the fair will be held Monday at 4 p.m.
in Chemistry
214.
.
:

Theater offers student-rates
Theater On Park Dinner Playhouse is offering a special
"show only" rate for college students. For $6, students who
p:resent thier ID cards may see shows at TOP. This special disCO\lnt is available only on a space available basis, and oply
when students arrive after 7:45 p.m. the evening of the show.

··~

Dr. Donald C. Malocha,
assistant professor, Electrical
Engineering and Communication Sciences Department,
was awarded the Central
Florida Electrical Engineer of
the Year. Two UCF students
were also honored. Carlton
Bishop was selected Outstan-.
ding Graduate Student in
Electr~cal · Engineering and
A.J. Vigil received the
Outstanding Senior in Electrical Engineering for UCF.

•••
Ann Woodhull,

Sens.
Audrey Heintjes, Deborrah
Kelly and Tim Albrecht were
selected Senators of the
Month for January for the
UCF student senate. They
were selected for their
diligent work with the recent
SG voters' registration drive.

•••

Frances B. Smith, chairwoman of nursing, has been
named to Who's Who in

Am~rican

Nursing.

• ••

The U CF Police Department announced the appointment of Karen Culton as new
crime prevention coordinator.
Also Melody Carpenter has
been promoted to sergeant
and has assumed command of
a patrol shift and Ronald
Salvaggio has been promoted
to corporal and _will assume
the duties ·of assistant shift
supervisor and field training
officer.

Campus close-up
State University's Student
Assembly, on the grounds
student regents would be
biased. The WSU students
agreed not to speak against
the bill when it came up for
legislative hearing, put did
distribute a copy of their
resolution.

Slumbering with the
students_,..The invitations
poured in ·after Ohio
Wesleyan University's new
president, David L. Warren,
said he wanted to get to know·
students better by living in
dormitories or fraternity
houses until his family joins
him this summer. Warren will
Alledged kn ifer story takes
assume his new duties _in
a
twist-A
writ of habeus corMarch, with his pick of six
pus
was
filed
Feb. 14 in the
dormitiories or 10 fraternity
Flroida
Supreme
Court by the
houses.
• • •
attorney representing a
Saving a couple . of University of South Florida
bucks-By closing earlier, the student charged Nov. 11 for
· Unviersity of Kentucky stu- assult on a classmate with a
dent center hopes to save knife, and the attorney said
$45,000 to $50,000 a year. In he expects the case to go to
response to declining student trial, now scheduled for toenrollment and increas~d day.
labor costs, the center now
The writ is an attempt to
closes at 10 p.m. every day, get Joseph E. Ables out of jail
trimming an hour off week- before the trial begins. Ables
day service and three hours was taken into custody Nov.
. off the previous Friday and 11, 1983. Police charged him
Saturday schedule.
for assaulting a .classmate
• • • .
with a shar:p blade N av. 9,
· Student regent idea ' Cutting the classmate across
hurned-A hill to create a stu- the back
the neck. (From
dent regent position earned USF Oracle)
the oppositon of Washi~gton
• e e

of

Glen talks about his
"stuff"-Sen. John Glenn
spoke to a packed theater at
the University of Tampa Feb.
1. The Democratic presiden·tial candidate's speech was
basically generic, covering
the same issues as most of his
other speeches. He. began by
stating ·h is belief that all
presidential candidates shold
make their platforms and personal beliefs about the duties
and office of the president
clear to the v9ters before the
primaries, and set an example
by stating that his greatest
desire as president would be
to win the confidence and
trust of all Americans, a trust
which he believes has been
badly eroded by presidents
who deal in rhetoric, not reality. (From University of Tampa's The Minaret)

• •••

And Jackson tells about
his-On Jan. 21, Democratic
presidential hopeful Rev.
Jesse Jackson spoke to a
large and enthusiastic audience at McKay Auditorium
at the University of Tampa.
His stop, not originally a part
of his . Florida tour, was arranged by members of Pi
Sigma Alpha and the Stvdent
Political Associatim1. (From
Uniueristy o( Tampa's The
Minaret)
I

(
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Senate notebook

Senate overrides Proposition UCF veto
by Roger Simmons
Managing editor

The UCF Student Senate
Tuesday overrode president
Mark Geary's veto of a
resolution which calls for
lowering the pr'oposed
athletic fee.
Geary spoke to the senate
and explained his reasons for
vetoing the legislation. He
said he took the action
because lowering the fee
would hurt UCF and "the
university has to move forward not backward or
sideways" in regards to
athletics.
"If you oppose the athletic
fee, oppose it individually,"

not as a body of elected of- anyway, and student body
ficials, Geary told the senate. Vice President Stan Halbert
Sen. Stuart James, who in- said that if the senators
troduced the resolution, wanted their votes to be
nicknamed Proposition UCF, recorded, that they should
called for the senate to over- sign their ballots.
ride Geary's veto. He cited a
The vote on Geary's veto
recent telephone poll con- was 13-5 in favor of .overducted by a UCF student riding, with 13 senators signwhich found student senti- ing their ballots.
ment 7 to 1 against the fee.
Sen. Mary MacArthur then
As the senate was prepar- delivered a . scathing attack
jng to vote, Sen. . Ahdrea upon the senate for adopting
Darner moved to have a the secret ballot, calling it "a
secret ballot taken on the dangerous precedent." She
issue. The senate approved then moved to rescind the acthe proposal 10 to 9, with in- · tion taken by the secret vote,
tense oppositon . from the ·and have the senate reconminority. The disgruntled sider the override.
senators asked to have their
In an open, on-the-record
votes on the override recorded vote, the senate again approv-

Battle found not guilty

Police beat

Alice Battle, former fiscal
as.sistant ·at the UCF
Bookstore, was found not
guilty on 16 counts of grand
theft Dec. 16, according to
UCF Attorney Ashmun
_Brown and Pamela Smith,
prosecuting attorney for the
State Attorney's Office.
Battle was acquitted by the
6-member j.ury after she was
accused of misappropriating.
funds after discrepancies
were found in the bookstore's
records in March 1982. Battle

•A 23-year-old UCF student was attacked and
beaten as he took a shortcut through the Heart Exercise Trail Feb. 14. The
man was jumped at about
4:30 p.m. by two or more
unknown suspects. The
men began lighting and the
victim received injuries to
his hand and a small pu~c
ture wound to the right leg.
The suspects fled and the

would not comment on the
case and her attorney, Kenneth Lester, could not be
reached fo~ comment.
Smith said the case was "a
very interesting case and a
very difficult case," and a
"hard one to prove to the
jury." She said the defense
won the case because of
evidence that the recordskeeping process at the
bookstore was very complex
and susceptible to errors.

ed the qverride, but by 14-3.
The senate also voted on
whether to reconsider buying
the transcripts of the
December impeachment trial
of Geary. The cost of the
transcripts is about $400. The
president told the senate th~y
were ''throwing good money
out for bad publicity." He
continued, saying ~'As for
myself, I'd like to forget" the
impeachment.

James told the senate that
the
transcripts
were
necessary for Student
Government to have an accurate account of the impeachment proceedings. He
said that tape recordings of
the proceedings made by the
senate's secretary were "in
poor shape" and incomplete.

The vote was 9-9 to recon-·
sider buying the transcripts.
Under SG statutes, Halbert
Sen. Dennis · Lasley moved can break a tie by voting, but
to reconsider the vote since he abstained and the motion
the bill originally passed failed for lack of a majority ..
unanimously, and some
The bill now rests with
senators did not mean to vote
in favor of buying the Geary who can sign or veto
the request.
transcripts.

Stu.d ent beat up On ·exercise trail
victim was taken to the
Health ·center where ·he
. was treated .a nd released.
eAn 18-year-old UCF
student was the victim of
an appare~t scam when a
man
posing
as
a
photography instructor
from Orlando College came
to her dor:r~ and took
photos of her while partially clothed. The student arrang~d to have her pictures

taken by the suspect, who
she believed to be a
legitimate photography instructor with Orlando College's "art department"
and who was looking for
models. After further investigation by the student,
she learned that no such .
person was employed by
Orlando College and that
the college in fact had no
art department.

DO DAYTONA RIGHT IN '84
Stay for less at Oceania Plaza

Coming to the Daytona Area during Spring Break this year? Then act now to
avoid the usual motel hass-le--make your group reservation at Oceania Plaza
and really enjoy yourselves!
Our 2 bedroom 2 bath oceanfront suites accomodate up to six for only $499 a
week(or less than $100 a person for a full week.) Fully f~rnished and equipped,
down to the dinnerware. Private balconies overlooking the ocean. Convenient
to dowRtown Daytona and all major tourist attra~tions. Oceanfront pool. Private
parking.
Avoid the usual motel headaches in Daytona this Spring Break. Come to ..
Oceania Plaza and unwind for less! Call (800) 874-1931, while space lastsl!!

Toddler&'
Cou~""

c1Ub.,.,

complete child

core

Under New Management
"Former Gerber Director"

Spring Time Special:

Students -over age 3: $3~.00/wk.
(reoular tuition $38.00/wk.) ·
Special Price Available Thru April 30,1984
_ ·
*.New registrations only. · ·
*Professionally Planned Learning Programs 11025 University
*Qualified Teaching Staff ·
*Hot Nutritious Lunch and Two Snacks Daily
* F9mily Oiscounts
*Hourly and Daily Rates Available
'

..

1•

••

'

"

•

Boulevard, Orlando 32817
671-1600
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'Big band' does well in WUCF ratings
by Joe Jervis
Future news

The big band and classical
format of WUCF-FM got a
boost this week when recently
released Arbitron rating
figures showed that the· station received a 2.2 rating in
the Fall 1983 sweeps. This
figure means that 2.2 percent
of the population that owns
radios tuned in to the station
at one time or another during
the stations' ratings week.
WU CF-FM
station
manager Chuck Ruby said
that he is happy with the performance of the station.
"Comparing the power of
WUCF to our competition,

I'm very pleased," he said.
WMFE-FM
(90),
a
100,000-watt station, achieved a rating of 7.2. WUCF-FM
has only 8,000 watts.
Arbi tron figures showed
that WUCF has an average of
15,400 different people listen
to the station sometime during the week. The average age.
of a listener was listed at 46.
The most highly rated time
period was the 9 to 10 a.m.
Bandstand in the A.M. show,
which is on Mondays-Fridays.
The ratings dropped off
dramatically after 4 p.m. for
the jazz shows and Nite Rock
programming. The Student
Government-funded Nite
Rock was listed as having an

average of only 1,500
listeners for the week, a 90
percent drop off from the morning big band show.
Ruby said the lower ratings
for the late night programming is partially due to the
nature of the time period, but
that he felt the audience loss
should not have been so great.
He pointed out · that WUCF
has had virtually no publicity
or promotion for itself in the
past, and that tl~e station
received its listenership
strictly by word-of-mouth.
WUCf begins an ambitious
proi:notion effort this week as
almost 40 businesses across
Orlando will pro:rnote the jazz
programming on their elec-

tronic and trailer marquees.
Development Coordinator
Mike Andersen said the 35
restaurant and four banks
agreed to list the information
on their signs for the entire
week.
Andersen said that since
state money cannot be used
for advertisement, the station
must rely on private gifts and
donations for promotion.
In addition to the marquees, Leedy's Around the
Corn'e r on Park A venue in
Winter Park is featuring a
window dispfay made by a
UCF art student that promotes the station's jazz programming.
The Fall 1983 Arbitron

book was the first ratings service ever purchased by
WUCF, and station manager
Ruby conceded that valid
comparisons cannot be made
until several periods have
been reported on. Ruby said
that WUCF will have to rely
on heavy promotion to increase its audience since the
station cannot boost its
signal.
Boosting the signal would
interfere with stations in
Jacksonville and Tampa, but
plans are being considered to
place repeater transmitters in
other locations in order to increase the area the signal
covers.

Off the trail

Lewis installed as new SOC representative
by Vivian Katz

Stephen Lewis as an · SOC
representative.
Lewis, a sophomore zoology
South Orlando Campus.' major, was a SOC-main camStudent Government will now pus liaison for six months last
need a quorum of three to year. He is an assistant
vote on issues, as last week technician, as well as a stuSen. Rob Rotter, Dana Menk dent, at South .Orlando.
and Steve Parrish elected ·
Business conducted at the
South Orlando Bureau

We've designed our whole
company around what you need,
temporary I part-time
employment.
Earn while you learn,
work where and
· when you want.
Call
For more
Info
Marketing
857-9110
Orlando
855-8118
Winter Park
647-8118
Data Entry
647-7118

~-----·

•Accounting •Cl~rical

•Data Entry
•Market
R~sea.rch

•.Secretarial
•Word
Processing·

l\orrell
SERVICES, INC.

meeting included approval of
the charter already in effect
and discussion of three issues
at SOC-free telephone service, Activity and Service
Fees and summer scheduling.
As reported last week in the
Future,
a
no-charge
telephone, like the ones cur-

rently available on the main
campus, has been installed at
SOC. Rotter said that SOC
Director Dr. Richard Harden
stipulated, in agre~ment with
Southern Bell, that telephone
revenues from the current pay
phone not drop below the present average of 75 cents a

WHY PAY
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.

. 1111111~1

day.
Rotter said, "That's no pro· blem-if the free phone service is being used, many people will not wait and will pay
the quarter at the pay phone.
Also, .long-distance phone
calls wi'll still have to be made
from the pay phone."
A change in Activity & Service fee distribution, according to Rotter, will have a
positive effect for students at
the satellite camp.uses.
Basically, if an SOC student
is enrolled at the main campus for 10 hours and at SOC
for five hours, SOC will
receive 80 percent of the fees
'frail, page 7

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS & WATER PUMPS
.CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS
10662 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando
27&.9327

2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
644-9327

630 Clifton St
Pine Hills
291-9327

NEW
Apartments &
Townhouses
For ·Rent
university hylands
walk to U.C.F.
discounts
available for first
twelve tenants
for info. call

628-5707
Group 3 Design
& Construction

Mainsf'ream is geared to college and career .minded young adults
and singles ages 18-30. This ministry will help equip youn g adults for the
major challenges of life-developing a career and preparations for marriage. Are you looking .for happiness? No matter what you CJo,fulfiHment
can only be found in Jesus Christ. He wants you to know Him personally.
Co".Tle and learn how greaf life can be.
·

MJllNSTREJIM
Tuesday Evenings at 7:30 p.m. Calvary Towers Community

CALVARY ASSEMBLY
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park.Fl. 32789. 644-1199
Located between Par and Fairbanks exits off 1-4

Roo~
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that the~' say restricts them
from training or performing
different styles of music in
forums and recitals;
eThe pressure, they say,
that is being put on choral instructor Dr. Dale Voelker to
resign;
•That associate professor
Louis Roney was given tenure
too quickly;
•And the tension, disunity
and " general discom:tesy"
they say exists in the department.
·
According to the students,
Wolf will not allow any style
of music other than classical
to be performed at recitals
and forums. Th~y argue that
the department is part of a
university, not a conservatory and they want to concentrate on musical · areas
that will prepare them for
careers in their particular
fields, such as stage, jazz or
religious music.
One student cited an incident where he performed a
contemporary Christian song
and was told that because the
song was a love ballad to
Jesus, it was "prostitution to
the music."
On program No. 52 of a ·student recital held Feb. 7, an instructor's
comments
describes the selection of
some songs performed as
"low quality Broadway"
songs and "a trite pop song of
the 50s. "
However, Wolf said the

forums are open to all kinds of
The students also disagree
music. I n a curriculum with the way Roney was.
philosophy statement dated given tenure, which was on a
Feb. 13 Wolf said the depart- voice vote after being with
ment's curriculum "is based the department for only a
on the principle of using only year when other instructors
· music for study and/or perfor- had been with the department
mance which is of the highest longer. They also say he often
quality, be it religious or missed lessons to attend his
many performances and that
secular in nature. "
The students also said he gets special treatment
choral instructor Dr. Dale from Wolf. "One student said
Voelker is being pressured to she thought this was because
resign by Wolf and Llewellyn. Roney is a "fund-raiser and a
Neither Wolf nor Llewellyn PR man."
would confirm or deny the
Llewellyn denied the
charge because of the students' claim.
"evaluative" nature of the
"It's silly tq suggest that
matter. v oelker also refused we hire a faculty memb~r for
to comment.
raising money. He ~s not a
Another grievance · the fund-raiser, he's a teacher,"
students have with the music Llewellyn said. As far as the
department involves voice in- missed lessons, he says the
str.uctor Louis Roney. Four of students failed to mention a
the nine students were former departmental ·policy whieh restudents of Roney's: They quires students to make up
contend that he is a "per- the classes.
Llewellyn also said Wolf
former and not a teacher."
Roney refused Wednesday conducted an investigation a·
to comment about the peti- year ago about Roney's misstion or the student~' com- ed classes and cleared him of
plaints.
any wrongdoing.
Llewellyn said the students
Wolf added that missed
were not factual in their classes are normal because it
claims. He also said that a . is a performing department.
professor has "the final
"1 can't think of a faculty
word" on his or her methods member who hasn't done that
of presenting curriculum.
or a music department in the
"The instructor is the one U.S. that doesn't do that,"
who really has the experience, Wolf said.
who knows what has to be .
learned. We have to trust in
Concerning Roney's t enure,
t.he competence of the instruc- Llewellyn said it is not untor," Llewellyn said. · ·
common for a professor " wit h
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Thursday Night
"College .Night"
FEATURING -

YOU
as the

The most UNIQUE & UNFORGETABLE gift idea EVER! Imagine
the THRILL of opening this BEAUTIFUL 11 x 81/2 Hard Cover
book & SURPRISE!
The 11 x 14 LAYOUT is . . . YOU!
Let your Imagination run wild & Impress that special someone with a
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stature " to negotiate for current" of tension in the
"years credited toward department.
tenure.''
Squabbling reached a peak,
UCF Provost and Vice the students said, when
President Leslie Ellis concur- Wrancher and Voelker sent a
red Thursday saying that memo concerning Roney's
"formally," an instructor missed lessons to Wolf. Acmu~t be on the faculty staff cording to Bruce Flower,
five years to be tenured, but Wrancher's attorney, Ron,ey
these years may be credited threatened to sue both Wrantoward tenure when someone cher and Voelker for'libel but
possess l• outstanding creden- <:lid not take them to court
and the affair was ended in an
tials. ''
''amicable fashion.' '
One of the student's <;hief
concerns was what they called
The students intend to
''friction''
and · ''ad- press on with the petition and
ministrative politics" bet- have asked Wolf to address
ween Wolf and the instruc- their concerns by March 9.
tors. Dr. Carol Surles, direc- One of the petition signers
tor of UCF's equal oppor- . said Wednesday that five of
tunity/affirmative action pro- the .students were called in
gram, acknowledges that Feb. 24 and told by Llewellyn
"there is faculty disunity and and Wolf that the affair was
friction, that's for sure." none of their business.
Voelker says there are
"severe departmental pro·
The students have sent ·
blems,'' and professor copies of the petition to UCF
Elizabeth Wrancher says. she President Trevor Colbourn
has been physically affected and Board of Regents
by what she calls the "under- Chancellor Barbara Newell.

--
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Placement center offers many services
by Wayne Starr
Future news

Dr. Flora Pinder, director of
the Cooperative Education
and Placement Center, says
that the only students who do
not need to take advantage of
the services offered by the
center are those who "happen

to be a milli9naire, plan on
marrying a millionaire, or
have a rich uncle due to kick
off soon.''
In her presentation to a
group of students gathered as
part of the .College of
Business Administration's
annual Career Day, Feb. 16,
Pinder said the biggest pro-

blem students face is one of
their
own
making-procrastination. She
urges all student's to register
with the office no later than
the beginning of their senior
year, but emphasizes that its
''never too soon, we welcome
freshman and sophomores,
too.''

Among the services offered
by the center, located on the
first floor of the Admip.istration Building, are career
counseling, which includes
critiques of resumes and help
with cover letters; and mock
interviews, in which students
can have the sessions
videotaped and analyzed as

aid in pinpointing interview
strengths and weaknesses.
Pinder says polishing interviewing techniques is
especially important since,
"lots of times the most
qualified person loses out to
the one who makes the best
impression."

Professional program enjoys success
by Caroline Stansberry

years.
The Pre-Professional pro·
gram, directed by Dr. O.M.
A program to help students Berringer and staffed by 13
enrolled in the heal th sciences faculty members, keeps'
plan their classes at UCF and students informed about re·
go oh. to medical schools so quirements for continuing
far is credited with a 24 per- education in their particular
cent rise in accepted ap- field.
/ plicants .to professional
By increasing a student's
schools over the past two· awareness, _Berringer says
Special to the Future

students can avoid wandering
through three years of school
and not knowing what to do
as they prepare to apply for
their professional school.
Guid.a nce is given to
students who are · seeking
careers in chiropractic, den·
tistry, medicine, optometry, .
osteopathy, pharmacy,
podiatry and veterinary

MEMO
TO: COIJ1EGE SmDEDS
FROM: KIT OR MISS

S~ORES

medicine.
The staff also keeps a file on
each student during the entirety of his or her stay at
UCF. The file contains a comprehensive profile on the student for admissions committees, scores from the Medical
College Aptitude Test, and
endorsements from 29 dif·
ferent people, both faculty
and non-faculty members.
· The file enables admissions
committees at professional
schools to have more information about the student's pro·
gress at UCF rather than just
his or her grade point average
and exam scores. ·
This evaluation package,
according to Berringer, is the
most complete and informative available to a student

and ''could be the.thing to put
a borderline student over the
hump."
George Garrington, assistant dean for admissions at
the University of Florida,
wrote Berringer telling him
that he was "very, very, very
impressed"
with the
evaluative package prepared
for UCF students who applied
for the UF medical school.
"It is by far the most complete and informative of any
that I have received," Garrington said.
·
Berringer credits the work
of the faculty staff for the success of the program.
"The great strength behind
(the program) is the faculty
involvement behind the
students," Berringer said.

SUBJECT: DRESS FOR SUCCESS
SPRING
AND DRESS OJ'l'ER

sun

Is your graduation near? Are you on your way to career
interviews?
IF SO, NOW'S THE TIME TO DRESS FOR SUCCESS!
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image. Bring in this cqupon to your nearest Hit or Miss®
Store and we will.insure that you are ready to
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-COULD BE SO FINE?

ing, now you
can choose between two Precise
Rolling Ball pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder
how we made it possible.
Only The Precise allows
you to write beautifully in either
fine point or extra fine point.
The price is even finer. Only $1.19.
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Tuskegee mayor tells students to vote
by Vicki White

Future news

Johnny Ford, mayor of
Tuskegee, Ala., visited UCF
Monday night to give a
speech in honor -of Black
History Month to a small, but
atten t ive group in the
Engineering Auditorium.
Ford, who was elected the
first black mayor of Tuskegee
in 1972, was invited to speak
by the UCF Black Student
Union.
Humorous at times, _he
spoke of blacks' roles in the
United States, from the founding of the country, up to the
present, and issued a
challenge to his listeners to
get up and go for what they
believe in. Since he is the
president of the National
Council of Black Mayors and
this is an election year, he
also emphasized the importance of young people in
general and you"ng black people in particular exercising
their right to vote.
He likened the increase of
black mayors of cities to a
train riding· around the nation. When Ford became

president of the National
Council of Black Mayors in
1972, there were only eight
black mayors in the nation.
Today, there are 253 black
mayors in the U.S., representing over 20 million people.
These people have visited
other mayors in other .countries, extending an invitation
to them to join in a world conference of mayors, of which he
is serving as pro~isional
chairman.
"We believe that in an election year, blacks in particular
ought to develop a two-party
strategy. We feel that our
people, regardless of
whoever ' s in the White
House, must be able to be in a
position to make sure that our
people get their fair share.''
"Black folk have got to
learn to play politics like
white folk,"· he explained.
''White folks, you do it all the
time-you debate, you
discuss, but you never get
angry with one another.

Brothers,
you
know,
sometimes we differ. Some of
us are political, and we differ,
and we end up getting angry
with one another. Politics is a
game. You win some, and you
lose some. It's strategy. It's
the art of compromise. ''
As a people, he added,
blacks must learn to play the
political games as well as
"anyone else in this country."
Ford said that blacks must
stand up to the political parties and let them know that
they are tired of beirig ignored
or have promises made to
them that"are later broken. To
make matters worse, he said,
the way the Republican and
Democratic parties stand on
certain issues, it is getting
harder and harder to tell who
is who. As a result, he says,
black people must not decide
to have permanent friends or
permanent enemies, but permanent interests-to work
toward what is in their best
interest as a group.

" And so, when it comes to
politics, we must be mature
about it," he said. " That is
why the campaign of
Reverend Jesse Jackson is so
important. Because, for four
basic reasons, his candidacy
is one of the most important
issues on the agenda for this
year, and for the future. ''
Ford issued a challenge to
the audienc~ . to register to
vote, saying that there was no
excuse for black people not to
register to vote.
''Any black person in
America who says that he
does not have time to get
registered to vote should be
tarred and feathered and ridden out of town on a rail,"
Ford said, explaining that
blacks have worked too hard
for the right to vote to neglect
it.
Adding a little humor, he
said, "I often say to our
preachers, when they are baptizing our brothers, and when
they are taking a brother

down under the water, and he
asks him if he believes-if he
says yes, he brings him up. If
the preacher asks him if he is
registered to vote and he says
.no, then the preacher ought to
let him swim for his
salvation."
He then urged everyone to
get into their books at school
and tc not be afraid of the
challenges of difficult
courses, such as the hard
sciences.
"Develop your skills and
your talents, so that when
you leave this university you
will be able to compete with
the graduates of other universities, like Yale, or Harvard.
Make up your minds that you
are just as bright, just as
talented, and just as capable
as any other young person in
this nation. Make up your
mind that you are not going
to sit back; that you are going
to step up front and take your
role in this society," Ford
said.

Trail --from page 4
accrued for that student for
the hours enrolled at the
branch campus.
Previously, the main campus Student Government
received all A&S Fees and ·
distributed the funds to
satellite campuses.
With summer schedules
now available to students,
classes already have been
canceled at South Orlando. Of
the five previously offered
classes, only BUL 3111,
MAN 3025 and MAR 3023
will be offered. MAC 1104
and MAC 3313 were cut.
However, SOC's four
representatives are devising a
plan to -subsidize a class to be
taught this summer at SOC.
Rotter said, "If we offer a
class that everyone needs, up
to 50 people could benefit
from the flex1bili ty. And
that's 50 more people paying
A&S Fees to subsidize our
work."
In other SOC news:
Patio refurbishings will
soon be completed with the
installment of umbrellas for
the concrete tables and concrete ashtrays, and the
replanting of azalea bushes
lost in the December freeze.
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From our readers

Opinion

LOOK AT

THE ISSUES
OF THE DAY

Gun control is not a solution to murder

The voice of ntusic
students is left unheard
Some interesting questions. arise out of the apparent
turmoil brewing in . UCF's music depart ment- do
students have a right to get involved in departmental affairs, decide how they will be taught and by whom?
Thirty-six music students thiIJ.k they do have a say in
such matters and are courageously testing t he unwrit ten
rule that says they don't.
Presently, the university allows students to voice their
opinions about teachers, their methods of teaching, their
curriculum and any other aspect of classes on those blue
and white computer print-out bubble forms afterthe
courses are effectively ended.
For some students who are too intimidated to stir the
waters around those who give them grades, but who still
have gripes, those compa~t little forms with multiple
choice questions and some lines on the back just don 't do
the trick.
Reasonably, students should first go to their instructors with their points of contention. No method or curriculum should be set in stone; professors should be willing to hear students' opinions on their classes and be willing to change if enough students feel strongly about it.

Editor:
In his Feb. 10 editorial, the ultraliberal,
reactionary Mike Griffin asked for protection
from "zanies" by means of some sort of loosely defined gun control. He says the time for
debate ha s ended, but has it?
To debate an issue, it helps to hear both
sides of the issue and to a void playing on
emotions, as Mr. Griffin specializes in. He
contends that guns are too easy to get and
that weapons are only good for killing people.
He concludes with the premise that an arbitrary three-week waiting period would help
constrain citizens in this " too free
society" ... If such distortions were true, gun
control would be in effect now. Thank God
it's just liberal rhetoric.
/
Mr. Griffin would have us wait three weeks
to buy a gun of any sort to prevent a Provenzano style incident. Mike, pl~ase get your
dates corr~ct. Provenzano . bought the
shotgun on Nov. 2, 1983; nine weeks and six
days later he shot the officer, on Jan. 10. Your
three-week limitation would not have
prevented the shooting.
You object to people walking into a courtroom and killing people? So do I. Unlike you,
I suggest protective devices be employed to
1

However, if professors are unwilling to listen, then the
department.head or dean of the college should be doubly
responsive to the studen_ts to show respe..c.t for what could
very w~ll be legitimate concerns.
According to five of the music students that signed a
petition citing complaints, addressed to department
chairman Gary Wolf, they were "interrogated" by Dean
Ralph LLewellyn as to why they signed the petition. One
said he was treated rudely.
Certainly the fact that the students would not let their
names be printed in the newspaper is some indication of
the intimidation they are feeling from said officials.

One wonders how learning can take place in such an environment.
After ali, that is the point of all this, isn't it?
Julie D. Norris
Editor in Chief

Advice is seldom welcome; and those who want it most
always want it the least.

Earl of Chesterfield
:..

FUTURE·

News commentary

·s enate .resorts to 'communist'·
tactics
"--"'

by Roger Simmons
1

Managing editor

The UCF student senate
acted more like the Soviet
Politburo than an . elected
group of students Tuesday as
the body adopted a secret
ballot on a key vote for the
first time in several years.
The vote taken was on overriding student body President
Mark Geary's veto of Proposition UCF, a resolution
calling for a lowering of the
the proposed $15 a semester
athletic fee.
The secret ballot, called for
by Sen. Andrea Darner, was
an attempt by some in the
senate to be able to express
their own views on the
athletic fee and not represent
the views of the students who
elected them to office. ffwa~
· a- -spineless attempt on the
senate's part to circumvent
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alert guards to potential problems, and that
when someone like Provenzano breaks the
law and is convicted of murder, t he death
penalty be employed to prevented him from
becoming a repea t offender.
Banning guns is like banning alcohol consumption. This country found out many years
ago that it's better to regulate liquor than to
outright ban its consumption.
Mike, let 's have no more talk of waiting
periods to buy guns, they don't work. Provenzano waited almost seven weeks before he
shot the officer. Would you have us wait eight
weeks because of Provenzano? It is easy to
see that, depending on the particular case, the
waiting period could be years and subject to
increase without notice as you strive for
greater "protection. "
In conclusion, Thomas Jefferson said that
"the government that governs least, governs
best. ' ' These are words of warning in this year
of 1984. You want government to protect you
by banning guns. George Orwell and I want
protection from government. Mike, if you fear
for your life, may I suggest life insurance
from
Smith
&
Wesson?
Rob Rotter
Liberal studies

~N~ DR\~~ \TOUT
AFTER 11\E ELElllON) •. · '""'
/· (!1-
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their accountablity.
A number of senators and
student body Vice President
Stan Halbert speculated that
the secret ballot was illegal
under the present SG cons ti tu tion and under the
Florida Government in the
Sunshine Act.
Even with these reservations voiced, the senate voted
to go ahead with the secret
ballot. The senators who opposed the secret vote asked if
there was some way that their
vote could be recorded.
Halbert said that if the
senators signed their ballots,
their votes would be put on
rocord.
The cowardly gr~up - of
senators who wanted the
secret ballot. i-n the first place
showed-once again that they
haff the backb~ne of a limp
jellyfish- a majority of them
went ahead and signed th~ir

ballots.
Those who still did not sign
their ballots were Sens. Lisa
Salloum, Carlos Payas, Jim
Bobbitt and Dana Clary.
Darner, who called for the
secret ballot, signed her vote.
Even with the secret ballot,
the senate overrode Geary's
veto 13-5.
But what is important is
that in the future, the senate
could again resort to such
underhanded
tactics
whenever another controversial piece of legislation comes
before them.
Therefore, , tlie senate
should, as soon as possible,
draft and adopt a constitutional amendment to do away
with all secret ballots. This
action is necessary if
members of the senate are to
be accountable for their actions to the students who
elected them.
.,
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Letter Policy

continued

From our r 1·' ader s

Fee doesn 't deserve bad
PR-UCF needs it
Editor:
I am writing this letter
about the over-publicized
issue of the athletic fee that
has been proposed by the
university.
I would like to start out by
saying that I'm a full-time
student, supporting all of my
college expenses with a parttime job and a student loan. If
anyone can't afford to pay an
athletic fee, it 's me ... but I
still support the new athletic
fee because of the things that
it can do for all of the
students of this university.
I believe that this issue
needs to be examined more
closely by critics of the fee.
The fee, as proposed by the
fee setting committee, will
help ~mild an athletic program t hat will increase the
visibility of UCF so that
when we gradute and apply
for a job, we won 't have to explain
to
perspective
employers where and what
UCF is.
.
It will also enhance the image of the university, an image that has been tarnished
by student protes t s , orchestrated by a few irre.sponsible student politicos, who,
lacking anything else to im' peach Mark Geary on, have
found anot her way to put
their names in print on the
pages of the Future and The
Orlando Sentinel, not to mention the local electronic
media.
It's a shame that t hese people have turned this issue into
a " political football " (pardon
the pun) hoping to reap some
political benefits from a few
students who are willing to
look at both sides of the issue.

Students can easily say
" academics not athletics,"
but the best way for UCF to
be in a position to provide
greater course offerings is to
get more state funding; the
way to get more state funding
is to increase enrollment; the
way to increase enrollment is
to increase UCF's visibility;
and the best way to increase
visibility is through Division
I athletics.
While we are already
developing an excellent
academic program, the sad
truth is that it takes nearly a
century to build a reputation
on academics, and less than a
decade to build a reputation
on athletics.
We all agree that our
athletic program needs more
support from the community
and alumni, and in either of
these categories, who will
make a huge contribution to
UCF when the pages of The
Orlando Sentinel are constantly smeared with stories
about student protests and
lack of desire to support
university endeavors?
There is no -question that
sacrifices have to be made to
obtain the growth necessary
to add legitimacy t o our
diplomas.
A univ:ersity community
should be characterized by intellect, ambition, pride and
participation. Students who
lack the desire to develop the
last three a ttributes listed
above should consult the admissions specialist at the
nearest trade school.

~

Letters to editor mus t by delivered
to the Future editorial office by 5
p.m. on the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed on a
60-space line and should not be more
than 250 words in length. All letters
must be signed with the author's
phone number to be considered for
publication . Under certain cir·
cumstances, writers ' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be disignated as
guest editorials at the editor's descrition, with the permission of the
writer . All submitted matierial
becomes the copyrighted property of ·
the Future newspaper.
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Athletic fee critics don't deserve UCF
Editor:
This is in response to Bill
Whitley 's letter, "Athletes
should solicit funds " Future,
Feb. 17. I'm just about fed up
reading these letters cutting
down the athletic fee. I'm embarrassed to say I am a fellow
electrical engineering s.tudent. Obviously this person
does not appreciate sports of

any kind at UCF.
to pay his expenses.
.ln my opinion, if a person
UCF is expanding athletics
doesn' t want to supp_ort to make UCF a more
UCF 's programs, then he or recogniza.ble university.
she does not deserve to attend They 're helping us by expanUCF. This person is taking ding the athletic program, not
the ·idea of selling M&Ms themselves. Good luck,
from high school and apply- - Knights, in Division I-AA.
ing it to a university. I 'd like
to see this person selling
Craig Kessler
lemonade in front of his house
Electrical engineering

Tennis team is _great, but who knows it?

E di tor:
Does anyone know which
team at UCF is the only one
witiiout a financial deficit?
The team that is composed of
two ranked-in-the-nation
players and other good prospects that could become
other ones if they get the
chance they deserve?
You probably do not, and it
is not your fault, since the
Stephen Grantham UCF tennis team is an almost
Electrical engineering unknown group of individuals
whose only recognizable

characteristic is t heir warmup uniforms, which are paid
by a private tennis institution, calling at the back,
"University of Central
Florida Tennis Team.''
When the team executes
their abilit ies, only very Jew
people are watching. But,
what about the rest of the student body here at UCF& Is it
that anyone else in the
thousands of students here do
not like to watch good tennis?
No! The reason they do not

a ttend the·matches is because
t hey do not know when or
where the matches are held.
Come on, UCF. Come on,
athletic depar tment . The
team deserves support, financial and spiritual. The matches are even free.
Glorimar Santiago
Psychology
Theresa DiazBrufau
Marketing

Fee will have opposite -effect intended
Editor:
This letter is in response to
your letter entitled "SG has
'deaf ear' toward students'
concerns on fees." Future,
Feb. 10.
I, too, am opposed to the
athletic fee for several

reasons. First, I believe that
UCF cannot become a University of Florida or a Florida
State University overnight.
This will take more time than
one or two years as hope by
imposing a fee of this amount.
I am convinced that the way

to popularize UCF is through
recruiting high academic
students and employing more
professional administrators
and faculty.
Second, I feel that by imposing an athletic fee the college is defeating its own pur-

pose. If I were in the position furiated at being forced to
to choose a university, I pay $72.60 for ~eason tickets
would not choose one in which that I couldn't bring myself
students were forced to pay to attend the games.
Thank you for asking.
such a great amount of money
without any voice in the deciTeresa Foster
sion.
Education
And third, I will be so in-

Future
Management Positions Available
The Future newspaper is currently accepting applications from students for the
positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. Application deadline is March 5.
Editor in Chief
Business Manager
Duties: Overall responsibility for publication and management of weekly cam·
pus newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and s~per
vises staff of student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's business
manager and business department, and serves as a member of the university's
Board of Publications.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average, be
at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In addi·
tion, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in
reporting, editing and communication law.
Application: Applications are available in the Fu tu re's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be received bv 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be con·
sidered.

Duties: Directly responsible for financial managemimt of weekly campus
newspaper, including advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, payroll and
circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production, and staff of student
salespersons. Responsible to newspaper 's editor in chief and serves as a member
of the university's Board of Publications. Receives 1 percent sales commission in
addition to salary.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average, be
at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In addition, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in
business management.
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be considerE'd.
,,

;
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Student rate:
50 cents t>er line

for sale
Nikkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent condition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after
5pm.

(!LASSIFIED
Roommate wanted. 3bdrm Winter Park
home with fireplace. $150/mo. plus util. 15
min. from UCF. Nice! Call 647-2921.

Roommate needed South 15A. Share
3bdrm/1 l-Sbth house. Female, nonsmoker.
5150/mo l-S util. Call 282-1449 or 646-5651
1972 Buick Centurion, 2dr., exc. cond., R&H. ask for Laurie.
·
$1267. Call'X2350 or 647-2599 after 5pm.

RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.
RESUMES-EDITED FREE! STORED FREE 1 YR! Input
1 page & print 5 originals. $9. Call JUDY'S
Business Service, 273-5298.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
'78 corvette __ Silver Anniv. Fully loaded. ca111--------...;._--=:___...,-------1 Term papers, resumes designed/typed, etc.
Located 1 mile from campus. IBM equipment. Editing & spelling corrections, paper
x235o or 647-2599 after 5pm.
& cover free. Discounted rates. Call
Twin bed with wood headboard and ac. 275-1709 M-Sat 9-9.
cessories. SlOO or best offer. 677-4336.
Lost: 3 charms--not expensive, Just sen1978 Monte Carlo. All power, am/fm stereo, timental. One is a black stone in a gold filled setting; one says 100 Brat; and one is a
Typing,Accurate,Fast & Reasonable. Minor
QOOd cond. Call after 6:30, 282 -8882 ·
floating heart. If found please contact Gail
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF EmChambers at 774-4310.
pl.-1 mi. from UCF, Marti 365-6874 after 6pm.
Drum set 5-pc Gretsch, Zilsain cymbals.
Hardware, stool, and case. S425. Also Remo
roto toms 8,10,and 12 in. like new. S155. C a 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 Typists needed. Positions avail. at SS or S8/hr.
275-6832.
with flexible schedule. Call Michael at
273-5932.
·
f S44 through
Is 1't true you can b uy ieeps
or ,
TUTORS WANTED. All subjects. SS/hr. Call Keith
the U.S. government? Get the facts today.1 at 275-2281 or Debbie at 275-2492
WORDMASTERS
Call (312)742-1142 ext. 689.
·
"the overnight cure for
the term paper blues."
The FUTURE is looking for qualified in'76 VW Rabbit. New tires, battery, and muffler. Some rust; runs well. 950 or best offer. dividuals to become advertising represenis here now.
Call 628-0317.
tatives. Great experienc.e and very good
pay. Contact Dot Case at 275-2.165.
Please see our display ad on page 28.

Jost & found

help wanted .

s

1981 Suzuki GS450S, Garage kept, 3000
mi. $1200 blue book. Asking S950. Call HELP WANTED! Get off the benches and into
851-4317.
the press box. The FUTURE is in the market for
a few good sports writers. Wait! Who are we
1982 VW Rabbit diesel. 4door, 5spd., AC, kidding? We need lots of sports writers
PB am/fm stereo. Low miles. Asking $5500. whether they're good or not. For more inBook value $6500. Call Rudy 275-386Y or Jr. fomation call 275-2601. That number again:
275-2601. Act now! Operators are standing
657-0993.
by!
.
1978 Camero. White, new tires. One owner.
Runs excellent -- $4200 or best offer. Call
?82-2311.
Snow ski boots - ladies size 8: $75. Snow ski
su:t - ladies size 8 - $100. Snow ·ski hats - $8.
Ski goggles - $10. Call 282-2311.
Honda CB550F Super Sport, '75, 21000 mi.,
extras. Great bike! Must sell to pay UCF
athletic
fee.
5600
OBO.
677-4581/267-2105.
For sale. '7 4 Pontiac Lemans. Good cond.,
·runs great, air, cass. Sl 100. Call 273-8443.

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm

Ever wanted to be a detective/ a critic/
another Brent Musberger/ Positions are now
available for those above average
students who will dare to go where no student has gone before: the physical plant,
the commons laundry room, the roof of the
library, and President Colbourn's office. Now
is the time for you to expand your horizons
and possibly make a minor fortune in the
process. If you have a knack for writing
about the common or the bizarre, apply at
the FUTURE editorial office in the art complex. Positions are available for news, sports
and feature reporters. For more information
call 275-2601.
Attn Students: Part-time home cleaners
needed. Hours to fit your busy schedule.
$3. 75/hour. Call 6 71-7463.

Term papers, thesis. Pick-up and delivery
Mon. and Fri. in main lobby Admin. building,
11-11:30. Call Vivian at 862-1432 for appointment.
·
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING - Prompt personal service. Impressive and accurate
work. Check my references! Call JUDY at·
273-5298.

Scholarship--Tri Delta is offering a scholarship to any strdent who has been outstanding in academics or student and service
activities. Over 75% of these $500 scholarships have been granted to students other
than Tri Delta members. Applications are
available in student affairs or from the Tri
Delta service chairman. Deadline to turn in
applications is March 1.

ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest
speakers available. Director is UCF ~rad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
1/800/432-8517.
STUDENTS--FREE MOVING SERVICE--FAST! It
only takes a minute. Leave your door open
or unlocked day or night, and everything
will be moved out for you. Report suspicious
activity to UCF Police, 275-2421.
• • •GET YOUR REFUND EARLY" • •
Experienced tax preparation at student
rates. Fast service, lmi. from UCF. Call
275-1709.

Child care In my home near UCF. Three yrs
college in Elementary Education. Reading
and math readiness will be taught. Call
Julie at 365-3863.
·

Big savings on food bills and opportunity to
earn substantial income with sensational
food prog~am. For details write Thomson
Box-79347, Houston, TX 77279.

Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc. ABORTION SERVICES, birth cor.,,{ol inforFrom $1.50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173.
motion, pregnancy tests and counseling :
VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time. Term
Health Organization
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
898-0921
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.
RESUMES-edited FREE. Stored FREE one year.
Professionally prepared. Results oriented.
Check my references! Call JUDY at
_
.
273 5298

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy
Duplex for rent. Univ. Hills, one mi. from back i---------------~ & professional results using state-of-the-art
entrance. Fenced back yard, W'D,
word processing equipment. T~rm
dishwasher, ceiling fan. $425/mo., first mo.
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3
plus low security. Call Mary or Bob at
mile§ from UCF. Pick up & delivery
273-2249.
available to campus. Call Pat at Hard ·
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Copy Typing an.d Word Processing Service
Furnished apt. for rent. 2mi. from UCF. Call
277-6930.
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert cor282-2440.
rection of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Typing on my word processor. No visible
2 weeks rent tree. 2bdrm/2bth townhome, Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research
corrections. Fast service. Sl.50/page. Call
resumes,
cover
letters
and
typing.
papers,
new, kitchen equipped. Call Donna Rohm
Pam 6 71-0924.
All
work
prepared
on
Word
Processors
for
erat 281-4298 9-5pm.
ror free neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick Professional typing my home. Reasonable
h-----------------1 Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR rates. 20 yrs exp. Call 671-8926.
COLLEGE - We have 1O employees for fast
service - All are former or current UCF
WORD-PROCESSING--JUDYS BUSINESS SERstudents. One Day Service Available VICE. Ask me about student incentives!
671-3007.
273-5258.
Male, non-smoker -- looking for same to
share 2bdrm apt. the first of March. 1/2 rent
plus security dep., 1/2 util . and cable. 1/2 AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced
mi. from UCF. Call 277-5727 nights.
man~script typist! Call Bea 678-1386.
servic;e~
l Literary editing available.

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER. FREE pregnancy
test. Confidential. Individual counseling. In
Ori .. 827 Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne Hosp.
Daily/Sal. am. Call 425-8989.

:typists .

roommates

Roommate Wanted, non-smoker, very
responsible, to share half of two bedroom Typing /word processing. Thesis, reports,
apt. a mile and a half from UCF. Rent $213 resumes, etc. High quality typing at
plus 1/2 of utilities. Call 273-6436, evenings . . reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at 660-1220 or 365-4863, day or eve.

Prepare for summer. Lose unwanted pounds
without starvation diet. Details write Thomson, Box 79347, Houston, TX 77279.

Ir ·J,O"
~hoc ,~
·,

.

·

@/m1c

•·

lndl~ldual COnfldentcal.Coun.seTlng
, Gynecologists
·speaker Seirvlce

•

2233 LEE~Ro·. WINTER PARK
41
'

628-0405;

JoH ~-re~ aoo-432~s2}i~;
t>RLANbo 8t WINTER PARK
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EARTH
WALK
A 5,000 Mile

t'

The Walker Brothers retraced that
trail. camping sometimes on the
mossy roofs of the abandoned
caretaker cabins . They encounBY BYRON LAURSEN
tered bears, but both humans and
The Walker Brothers have spent grizzlies stayed distant. Except for ·
more time walking than the Blues one inq1,Jisitive bruin , who came so
Brothers ever spent singing the close he nearly left a moist noseblues. Muscle power alone carried print on the camera 's lens . As
David and Phil Walker more than local Indians had advised. the hik5.000 miles from the tip of Alaska ers laid low in the presence of 11t
to the Mexican border during the bears and did not run or show ~ ...
14 months of June 1974 to August fear.
1975. It was a journey worth
On one Canadian mountain
documenting: the Walker Brothers range they had to maintain a
shot countless frames all color steady pace throughout the day
slides. of vast and sn~wy moun- and climb rapidly into their sleep;
tain· ranges, of sun-bleached ing bags at night. Otherwise, their
moose antlers lying in a stream own perspiration might have frQ- ...,...
bed. of sniffing, inquisitive grizzly zen. On another range their camp
bears, ·of hang glider f:)ilots and stove broke. They had to melt
rock dimbers . !} igh in the Sierra snow for drinking water by carry~ng
Nevada mountains .of California.
bags of the frozen stuff next to
The saga of the Walker Brothers· their bellies. And it takes a heap of
trip will be told on 80 campuses snow to make just a swa-llow of
during the 1983-84 school year. water. On . yet another Canadian
Eastman Kodak Company, which is range, they bucked a zero-visibility
sponsoring the college tour, be- blizzard all the way to the base of
lieves it's a dramatic way of show- the mountain.
The adventurers re-met civilizaing how photography enhances
life's experiences. The Earthwalk tion in Vancouver. B.C., just above
show is powerful evidence for the state of Washington . A canoe
trip down through Puget Sound
Kodak's belief. Nine Kodak Carousel projectors, landed
them
at
Olympia.
linked up and cued by computer- Washington . As on previous canoe
timed signals, project the story of ventures in Canada . equipment
the Walker Brothers' odyssey. As was loaned to them by people
the
story
progresses
and whom they had met along the
· breathtaking mountain tops are journey. Further logistical support
followed by densely overgrown came from their parents. who artrails and wildlife encounters. an ranged for packages of food, clothevocative sound track underlines ing, film and equipment at key
each mom·en't. Musical passages spots along the route. Such supfrom the works of Vangelis, Pink port can be important on a trip
Floyd, Jean-L~c Ponty a~d the Alan that we~rs o.ut four pairs of hefty
Parsons Pro1ect are mterwoven, mountameenng boots!

Pho to Odyssey
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CELEnRAJE
D
. creating a tapestry of s?unds that
'.r~kking inla.nd, they .scaled Mt. THE ~~LKER BROT~ERS'
,
ranges from nch, soaring synthe- Rainier as an introduction to the
u
, sizer crescendos to demure acous- famous Cascade Range. They then INCR DIBLE~OOO
ILE OD·1SSEY
tic guitar passages.
.
followed the range down towards FROM ALAS
TO
MEXICO
'·
Essential to the sound track is Oregon. Fortunately, they passed
the sonorous narration of Ors~n through before t~e devastating Mt. FEATURING THE MUSIC OF
NillJ~
Welles. The brothers set their St. Helens eruption m southwestON
BY
ORSON
WE
sights on Welles for the project, ern Washington .
NARRATI
but . neede~ a ful I year to gain h~s . Neari~g trail's end after travers- PRODUCED BY BRIAN·:
INT
.audience. Theres no way Orson s mg California's southern deserts,
g?ing to read this stuff.:· a Welles the. Walker Brothers accelerated INTE.
RNATIONAL LTD. ·

~

0

aide-de-camp admonished the
Walkers. To their surprise, the reclusive actor-director not only narrated for them, he also donated
his work. Obviously, as the tone of

their pace. Newspaper reporters,
who had followed the pair intermittently ever since Alaska, arrived
on schedule at the Mexican border
for the finale. only to learn that •

'I

'

·

·

SPONSQRED BY KODAK

convicUon in Welles· voice indi- the brothers had arrived there one~

I• I

cates, he was impressed.
day earlier.
,..
For all their determination, the
Happily, though, their parents ·
Walker Brothers began their jour- anticipated the fast ·finish . They
ney with a false start. Leaving An- were the o~ly witnesses at the Don't touch that dial! If Earthwalk
chorage under 80-pound packs close of the 1ourney.
during a surge of early spring
Happily . .also. the Walker comes to your campus, you may
warmth, they sank into the mushy Brothers knew from the start that want to stay tuned in for Kodak's
snowpack even when wearing their long sojourn was going to be Photo Seminar in the weeks tfiar folsnow shoes. After seven days, they worth recording. Essential to their low. Watch your campus newspaper
limped back home.
gear were a pair of 35 mm single- for advertisements. look for Kodak's
Six weeks later they launched lens-reflex cameras, a tripod and posters, or simply check with your
themselves for good. Still, the twin numerous rolls of Kodachrome Student Activities Board.
dis~ouragemen~s of monster mos- film . Their cu~rent .trek - across 80
Each of the 80 campuses hosting
qu1t~s and ram-spotted, mudd.y \· campuses -.1s gomg to be .nearly Earthwalk will 5e visited &ya photo
terrain almost forced them to quit 1 as demanding as the original.
again . Once out of Alaska the Each show takes six hours of setup expert from ~astman Kodak Combrothers found fewer obstacles .
time and .:n Kodak Carousel slide parry who will present the Kodak
The Yukon Telegraph Trail was tray changes . Running time of the Photo Seminar. The Seminar, inthe only communication linkup to show is just under one hour . tended for students who want to
the far north until World War II. They've previewed the show at Al- learn. more about pnotograpfiJ,J. will
Now it's a series of weathered liance for Survival benefits near happen approximately two weeks
telegraph poles and crumbling their home base of Zuma Beach. after each Earthwalk snowing. A
outpost cabins where repair work- California . The impact of t.hose variety of topics are covered &y the
ers on~e lived and sp~nt thei.r d~ys ~resentations has proven ~he dif- lecturer with slides to help illustrate
patrolling for fallen wires. Grizzlies , ficult setup to be worth while. The
r.
.
d fl
t
which once ranged way into Cali- spirit of adventure conveyed by eacri topic. 1ntersperse t r?~g 11 ou
fornia , are still rather plentiful in Earthwalk might last some viewers the program are opportumtles for
the Yukon Telegraph Trail area . a lifetime.
questions and advice. There is no

charge for the Seminar.
Among the topics : Composition,
Camera Handling, Exposure, Depth
of Field, Film , Le11ses, Fillers. Existing Ligf1t. People Photography,
Lighting and Prize-Winning Pietu res.

Wednesday
March 7
4:00 & 7 :00 pm
Student Center
Auditorium
Free Admission
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Official
Mis.s ·America
Preliminary Pageant

MISSUCF
April 6, 1984
. All interested candidates ll)USt attend
this ve(y important meeting to apply:
Feb.28
7:30pm

S.C. Study lounge

Call: Michelle 657-2397

Lori ·275.::8136

alternative entertairiment for
students MARCH 2·7 . UCF

~

video night
Knights Den

6:00 &.9:00 sea
courtesy of Lowenbrau

~~c:; ·

CocYtO-

SPRING BREAK
PARTY

Miller High Life
~ll~S

live entertainment

Meister Brau
Mini golf open
·just $ 3.00
J¢(:;i[;(5DA~... - "

~~~~
'B0TmA~~

"lllt~·

"lV\\- -PU\\

CC>l.FC.OU~ '~
ACTA~

9:30 sea
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BftW ~B'3~9'1~
''Funnier than 'L.,

LOWEN BRAU

THE LETIER B
SESAME STREET

Presents

''They shouldn't get ~e1spect
SIR RODNEY OF DANGERFIELD
el.ther'' GUTIERFIELD
NEW JERSEY

·WED. MARCH 7
9:30.SCA -, ,

SAT. MARCH 3·
6:00 and 9:00
SC!\ drafthouse
Sun~

March· 4
8:3.0 SCA

ALL SHOWINGS ARE FREE

Bere~ to good friends.

!Jt (Jut!
27

26

Student Talent

Theatre Production
"Mack and
Mabel" 2pm
and March
1-3 at 8:00pm

Hot Issue
Program

Ni.ght 8 pm SCA

5

6
Mini Golf Open
Student Talent Night

Spring Fling

8 pm SCA

11

Theatre Production "Mack and
. Mabel" Feb 23-25 8:00pm

1

2
Lowenbrau
Movie
· Blue Thunder
• •

Meisterbrau

SX Sweetheart Ball

Night
10pm-5am

6 & 9 pm SCA
Debate eompetitlo

4
Lowenbrau
' Movie
Blue Thunder
8:30pm SCA

29

28

Third Annual SAE
Button Down and
Boxer Shorts

~me

Panhellenic Alco ol Awareness Week

12

13
Florida Primary

Earthwalk
Multi-Media Show
4 & 7 pm SCA

WDIZ Funny Farm
9:30 SCA

:1

•

ADPI Black
Diamond Ball
Blue Thunder
_679 pm SCA

Future-February 24, 1984 '
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A STUDENT

MARCH 6 & · MARCH 27
(Applications in by Feb. 24)

(Applications in by March 19)

Spm SCA
FINAL TALENT SHOWCASE
APRIL 3 Spm SCA

TALENT SHOW
SPONSORED BY
THE AMERICAN
EXPRESS CARD
THE STARBOUND TALENT SHOW
is coming to your campus to offer you a
chance to demonstrate your abilities in
the performing.arts. Dancers, mimes, jazz
and classical musicians, vocalists, and
bands are eligible to enter.
WIN PRIZES AND DISTINCTION.
Enter or come to watch your
STARBOUND classmates perform.

for More Information Call 275-2611
Sponsored by

PAC !

or Hr. paul
.
counsel ' · n the
_
. 1· t1es
·ti on l.
· e
t:f p.cnV
evJ pos1 ~
eff ecnv
ralll uirecto cce11ted a n sibilit1es Director
enter pr og t h e 11as a
evJ -respon
ition of
es fer
s t udent ~nnounce d th:ssuroin g ni: f~ei:ed th e ~~~ and s ci~~~ ~taff'
yr anz.ese haS an d Yli l l be•aS -recen t lY coun ci l of J~" ce Chu~b~eyto promote
d a r ea
z,ese "'
f t: the
u r.
J
d y unu
0 r 1an ~
1'\-1'. . F r an
tions o
. g Ylitn
Unit e
. d e an
}\ai:cif.tl- ing and p r om~ ill be vJo-rl<.i nan d th e .J>.~t~e s t nat -p r ov1.
o f }\a-rie ~1orida · f\e and scien~e :~ and a ct1.~ ~ 1orida .
centt:a cil of /\~ts organi z.atl.0 f or c entra
The c~~ and var~ea~ env i r onment
Parting Thoughts
th e tu , d ul tU
enr i cn ene c
about PAC
Few people have the opportunity to publicly express their feelings
whenthey leave a position to assume a new role. Please allow me to
pass on some final insights as developed from the modest perspective '
of an Activities Counselor. Forgive the obvious biases and
sentimentality, and accept them as suggestions for someone who
cares a great deal for the people and the mission of UCF.
For those who worked closely with me In the Student Center end on
the PAC, I wish to thank you for all the love and memories you have
g iven me . Forgive the unexpected and sudden departure. The position
I move to ~ i ll keep me in close contact with UCF. It Is a great
opportunity for me to grow and progress , wh ile working with some
terrific people and a very worthy cause. I know that you are as happy
for me as I om sad to be leaving you.

Date: FEBRUARY 29
Time: 8:30 pm
Place:- KNIGHT'S DEN

ICE COLD COORS DRAFT SPECIAL

With the PAC organization and the fine people who have become
Involved with this student group, I leave behind a strong foundation for
who ever follows me. The PAC Is an organ ization and on idea that
deserves support. The programs and services they provide do o great
deal lo create the possitive campus environment we all want to see a1
UCF. They are limited by the resourc~s of space, money, staff. and
~ime, but the most timportant resource of all is you , the student body of
UCF._ If you get involved with and get behind this organ ization . you will
see 1t do wonderful things, despite their limitations.
UCF can be a terrific place to be , but there are several different
factors that weight heavily in the direction that this institution decides
to the growth and
to follow. Proposition 1 can be devastating
development of UCF AND THE Orlando community . You as student will.
be d irectly affected and should be much vocal in your opposition.

Sfuden~ Government, the Frafern ities and Sororities. BSU. ISA. Inter-Hall
Council and other. campus organ izations con choose to work against
I urge you to consider the opportunities available to you If you choose
the latter.
Lastly, remember that educo1ion Is much more than job training. Jobs
will come and go, training becomes obsolete, but you can go on and
be succesful and happy If you know who you are, what your values
are. and then work to develop yourself for the good of others.
God bless .
{.",
_.

~~cn .6:F~
Poul Franzese
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· · ~1martin
6 oooman

-FOX HUNT LANES

· associates

A Townhome Community
YOUR "Home Away From-Home"

A tremendous
Investment
Opportunity

1 " ----1~ 'STOP PAYING RENT FOR JOHNNY
----~-1 s··Let Johnny help BUY a Townhome.
Invest $500.00 to reserve your Townhome NOW!
ro·-o·· s.&-.P.

GH.41

I+'·!!">'

FROM
~OOM

Owner/Occupant financing from 5 3
lnvestorfinancingfrom 103 available

17'·~·

r-1
I

I

$51,900

I

121-4

l__J~KYL T.

Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat floor plan.·

SALES OFFICE
OPEN

:0 I

-' ~
~I

l D Fl
11'-1"J 11'·0"

I
'MA S T f l
bfL>UDri

Call (305) 282-4293
L-~~"_·.4~-~,o~·-+~·~31-'~
or 422-1111 after hours
rz•
Rental Information Available

.

•

fl RS1

FLOOR

[B
REALTOR"'

506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787.
Winter Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111

•

·

·

Jog or ride your bike to school •
we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!

• 0 ..

~&

·sECDWD

b • .,.

FLOOR

I
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LEGISLATIVE REPORT
February 14,1984

MEASURES ACTED UPON:
BILLS:
16-29

Amending the Finance Code
lntroducer:Ch. Mary MacArthur
Vote:passed
Sets guidelines to be follo~ed for items purchased with Activity
& Service Fee monies to allow for stri.,ngent regulatory authority
by Student Government.
16-39
Amending Rules and Procedure:.
Concerning Stydent Eorym
lntroducer:Seli. John Sowinski
Vote:passed
Creates a "Student Forum" at the beginning of every Senate
meeting where three UCF students will be allowed to address the
·Senate concerning any issue for three minutes each. Students may
make an appointment with the Student Body Vice President
(Stan Halbert, x2191),and time will be granted on a first come first
serve basis.
16-21 Revising the Finance Code Reguarding Area Campus Funding
lntroducer:Sen. Rob -Rotter
Vote:passed (21)yes (1)no (1)astention
Amends the Finance Code to allocate20% of all Activity & Service Fee
monies collected at branch campuses to the main campus, and the
remaini~g 80% shall be allocated to the appropriated branch campus. In
the past 4Q:!fohas gone to the main campus, with 60%remaining at the
appropriate branch campus.
16-40 Allocgting Funds to Purchase the Transcripts of the Student Body
President's Im eachment Hearin
ntroducer:Pro Tern Cindy Spraker
'Vote:passed by acclamation
Allocates $460.00 to purchase the transcripts of the Impeachment Hearing.
16-42

. 16-46

Reallocating $14.000 to Senate Working Fund
lntroducer:Sen. Rob Rotter
Vote:passed by acclamation
.
Rea.llocates $12,000 to the Senate Working Fund, and $2,000 to the
Travel Account.
Proposo 1 for Student Government Loan to American Institute of Astronqutics
and Aeronautics CAIAAl
lntroducer:Sen. Mercedes Sosa
Vote:passed by acclamation
_
Allogates $420.00 to AIAA to purchase T-shirts to promote membership _
and raise money, to be repaid by June 1,1894.

RESOLUTIONS:
16-21

, 16-26

16-27

16-24

Concerning Time Restrictions of Meal Plans
lntroducer:Sen John Sowinski
Vote:passed
·
.
~
Requests that the present policy of permitting boarding students to use only one
meal during a specified time period be done away with immediately.
Housin De osits for Fall 1984.
In ro ucer: ro em Cindy Spraker
Ch. Stuart James
Vote:passed
Urges the Housing Department to allow dorm students to pay the
$100.00 housing deposit for fall in two installments during the Spring
Semester. It also requests that fall housing deposits be made deferrable for
students on financial aid.
Proposing a Solution to the Problem of "Temporary" Parking Lots on Campus
Introducer: Sen. Rob Rotter
Vote:passed by acclamation
Proposes that all temporary parking lots (those of grass and sand)
be labeled !'Extemporaneous Parking Lots" and an "E" sticker be available at a
charge of $1.00 per student per semester to those volunteering to park in sand lots.
Cars possessing "E" stickers would be prohibited from parking in paved lots
between 5:00pm and 5:00pm
Proposition UCF
Introducer: Ch. Stuart James
Sen. Rob Rotter
Vote:passed by acclamation
Requests that Dr. Colbourn reassses and lowers the Athletic Fee.

Senate meetings are Tuesday's, 3:00pm-6:00pm in En~neering . Room 360- and ar~ open to ALL students
Respectfully Submitted by:
The Sixteenth Student Senate
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'Growing up'
•

Youthful idealism fades 1n college
by Joe Jervis
Future staff

Something happened to me
the last couple of years. It
must have been a gradual
change, I didn't feel it happening. No one remarked on
it. My parents never even
noticed it. But sometime between- my junior and senior
years, I experienced the death
of my youthful idealism.
I entered college like most
kids do-full of plans and
ideas. I expected a life full of
travel and - excitement. I
wanted to make changes in
things I did not like. I envisioned that I would be a ·
wandering soul, going from
one exciting job to another,
never setting down any roots,
never assuming any responsibilities.
Like many students, I went
through a couple of changes
in my major. I moved out of
my parent's house. I got a
cat. I started collecting credit
cards.
• Suddenly, inexplicably, I
began acquiring bourgeois· attitudes. I would drive
through a subdivision and

think: "That's a nice house. I
wonder if it has two full
baths." Or I'd see an ad for
lawn mowers, and read it
carefully 'to decide which one
I would want-if I had.a lawn.
Could this be the same person
who swore lie wouid never be
tied down?
I can clearly remember the
sinking feeling I got in my
stomach the first time I ran
into someone from high
school who had kids. It was
like whoa!, this cannot be! No
one my age could possibly be
having children!
"My age." Could it be that
I'm maturing, growing up,
becoming and adult? Please
say it ain't so.- I still have not
seen all the Three Stooges
films! I still have not used all
my coupons for Putt-Putt! I
still have three unused
packets of Kool-Aid in my
cupboard!
How many people at this
school can truthfully say they
have not had that creepy feeling you get when you say
something exactly like your
mother would? Like, "Put
that down! You're going to
put someone's eye out with

that!" Or "Where have you
been all night? Do you know
what time it is?"
I was · at my job one day,
taking care of some
customers, when their
children were very rude to me.
I remember- thinking · to

myself, "Those kids are not
showing me much respect!'' I
then immediately got a sick
headache. When did I start
demanding respect from
children?
Could the same person who
once wanted orµy night jobs

so he could go to the beach
every day, be the same one
that now wants a 9 to 5 job, a
briefcase, a subcompact and a
house in the suburbs? What
happened to me? When did I
Life, page 18

Youthful exuberance fills 'Footloose'·
midwestern town, Kevin
Bacon plays Ren, the outsider
who has to readjust to the
Picture a big-city ltjd in a ways and means of small
small town that does not town life.
Bacon, ofDinerand Hero at
allow drinking, parties or dan:
cing. Picture this individual Large, makes Ren a likeable
hero. Used to life in Chicago,
·~ trying to convince the town
that dancing .does have a Ren is an outcast in the town,
place in proper social life, Bomont. Bacon portrays the
meeting with a great deal of hero so many people try to
opposition from both adults emulate-he always has a
and peers alike. In Footloose, snappy, yet · fair reply to
Herbert Ross' production everything, he is attractive in
Kevin Bacon !llld Lori Singer want to bring -music and danc· about an outsider in a small a rebellious sort of way and he
ing back to Bomont in 'Footloose.'
is dressed in trendy fashions.
In addition, he is a lithe and
confident dancer, though he
seems to be doing more
than
curious metamorphosis takes . Per capita, the New York acrobatics
by Richard Truett
choreography.
place. Each person has subway system is the graffiti
Future·staff
John Li thgow, who also
developed, either by osmosis capital of the world; each car
starred
in Terms of EndearNEW YORK-The in- or by being told, a system of . on each train in each part of
ment
and
The Twilight Zone
famous New York subway shutting out the world. Rows the city is covered from front
presents
the best perforsystem is a world unto itself. upon rows of rough, to back with graffiti, most of
mance
in
the
entire film as the
Winding and snaking its way weatherbeaten faces line each it undiscernable.
Rev.
Shaw
Moore,
leader of
The subway bounces along
through the bowels of New subway car. Some of the faces
the
town
opposing
Ren.
York City, it is a world most were hooked up to walkman- at a fairly high rate of speed
Lithgow
is
a
believable
anFloridians. who have never type radios, some were tuned and when it stops, people lean
tagonist
because
he
rules
the
been there cannot relate to. I in to a news'pap~r or harmoniously in one direclearned a little about it while magazine, and some stared ·tion. One of the first rules of town with an iron hand glovvisiting relatives in New York straight ahead looking the subway is that one does ed in a soft touch. His perforobliviously into a vacuum.
not look at someone directly. mance is genuine and
City over the weekend.
Each face is a story in itself. Eye contact is the forbidden, honest-it appears he actualAfter descending one of the
many stairwells from the One can tell by looking that ft according ·t o the unwritten ly believes that it is his
street and buying a token for the faces on the subway, no law of the subway. It is responsibility , to protect the
90 cents, one can travel to matter how old they are, have almost as if looking at so- town from the evils of rock 'n'
implies roll.
almost any part of the city, or gotten used to an endless task meone
As Ariel, Lori Singer, who
to the beach, or to the airport. of coping; with the weather, vulnerability-something
starred
in TV's Fame, and
the
criminals
and
the
inconvesubway
riders
cannot
have.
Considering the fact that taxi
Born
Beautiful,
makes an inat
someone
eye
niences.
Such
is
life
in
New
Also,
looking
cabs are expensive and buses
teresting
love
interest for
York
City.
Subway
people
are
to
eye
is
an
invasion
of
his
usually full, many New
Ren.
She
has
the
face of the
mere
apparitions,
silhouettes
privacy;
it
gives
that
person
Yorkers are forced to ride the
,door
and
the figure
girl
next
that
disappear
at
their
respecsubway.
and
mannerisms
of
a worldlytive
stops.
NYC,
page
22
While on the subway a
by Ted Barnett
Future staff

Subway ride is a new experience

wise individual. As Rev.
Moore's daughter she has a
rebellious spirit, but -she
comes across as more of a
daredevil socialite than a
discontented high school girl._
The scene where .she is in
church painting her fingernails red as her father is in the
pulpit preaching the Sunday
sermon
is
somewhat
unbelievable.
The main problem with
Foot~oose is Dean Pitchford's
screenplay. . At first ·he
focuses sympathy with Ren
and later sympathizes with
Rev. Moore. There almost
seems to be too much drama
in this film about teenagers
trying to get dancing legalized. The dramatic scenes seem
stagnant, almost unnecessary
to the film's plot.
The most impressive thing
about Footloose is the sound·
track featuring many of today's top recording artfsts,
including Kenny Loggins,
Sammy Hagar, Bonnie Tyler,
Karla Bonoffand Shalamar.
The majority of the film's
songs were written after
Footloose had been shot and
were edited to emphasize the
specific scenes for which they
were intended. The music is
strongly tied to the film's action so that Footloose is as
much of an advertisement for
the album as the album is for
the movie.
M~vie,

page 22
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Old art forms blend with new in·African puppetry,mask show
· African societies, its pu~pose
and how ·the puppets were
Future art critic
manipulated by a puppeteer
from
beneath a stage, rather
The strong African sen_
than
moved by strings
sitivity to form is shown in
manipulated
from above the
"African Puppetry," an expuppet.
Armed
with a little
hibition at Valencia Comknowledge,
then,
our "point
munity College East Campus
of
view"
can
be
altered
when
Gallery that had its opening
looking
to
understand
the
arreception recently.
tifacts from other cultures,
You can say that the attenand for that matter, when tryding fa~ulty, · sponsors and
ing to understand and apfriends walked to the beat of a
preciate the modern art we
different drummer as they ate
produce ourselves.
and drank while viewing the
While some of the hunian
exhibition, which is a rich coland animal representations
lection of artifacts along the
are covered with "unusual"
continuum of artistic expresfabric and metal attachments,
sion between extreme stylizaother wooden puppets are ention and extreme naturalism.
tirely carved. and have
The artifacts in ''African
movable arms·and jaws which
Puppetry" were organized by
·wereusedfordramaticperforthe Center for Puppetry Arts,
mances.
Atlan:ta, . Ga., and are being
In hindsight, do not let
sponsored on tour by the
yourself be misled into thinking that Western sensitivity
will produce judgements in all
works of African art which
will coincide with · the standards of their makers. In
other words, even without
knowing the criteria about
which pieces are good and
which are bad, even w"i thout
. reference to the qualities the
artist had to seek, or the func~ tion of the piece, we tend to
~ make value judgements.
~
And yet, the beautiful sym(D metry about the vertical axis,
~ coupled with balance, .rhythm
These twin figures were made by the Yoruba tribe of Africa.
and harmony between the

by Albert Cervellera

Southern Arts Federatio'n.
UCF' s Programs and Activities Council should sit up
and take note that funds for
the rental of this exhibition
were provided by VC.C's East
Campus Student Activities
Board.
The United States could be
superimposed on the Sahara
Desert and not touch the
coast of Africa at any point,
so the mere size of the African
c on tine n t indicates the
dangers of generalizations
within the arts,· even within
cultural zones. The artifacts
in the exhibition come mainly
from two societies-the Ibibio
of Southeastern Nigeria, and
the Bamana, or Bambara, of
Western Mali.
The exhibition catalog
gives an explanation of the
art of pup.p etry used by

u•••

AIMHIGH

•

1

Dance headdress designed by the Bamana tribe of western
Mali, in Africa.
masses, surfaces and lines, for its juxtaposition of masks
are the criteria which we tend by contemporary artists with
to appreciate intuitively and, masks that are traditional
in fact, transculturally.
and from cultures around the
In ·a ddition, another ex- globe.
cellent exhibition practically
For a twist on an ancient
at our back door is '"Masks," theme, Robert Massaro's
in the Performing Arts Center "The Horrible Lust and
Gallery at VCC. It is unique
Art, page 19
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Want more .
than·a desk job?
Looking for an exciting and challenging career? Where each day is different? Many Air Force people have
such a career as pilots and
navigators: Maybe you can join them.
Find out if you qualify. See an Air
Force recruiter today.

A great way of life..

stop liking American Bandstand? Why do I not read
Spiderman anymore?
Don't get me wrong. I'm
still the same crazy guy I've
always been. And I still like
to act like a kid whenever I
can. It's just that lately I've
been stopping and asking
myself if it's appropriate
behavior. I guess that's just
one step away from stopping
totally.
I don't know what did it to
me. It seems to have happened to most of my friends, too.
Maybe we took our studies
too seriously. Naw, that can't
be it.

Future-February 24, 1984
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Grammy prediction: The Police win
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

I am going to predict the·
winners
of this Tuesday's
Ill
.2 Grammy Awards, but before
~
c- I do so I better tell you a little
·e0 story so all you Michael
~ Jackson fans do not storm the
a!. Future office and hold us all
'
orseman puppet designed by the Bamana-Fula people of hostage, take our money and
beat us up.
Africa.
About six years ago
from page 18
somebody
mentioned
Violence Party Mask," and - Kimsey, Steve and Gretchen something about a new band
"Global Hat Mask Eating Lotz, Sigurd and ~atricia called The Police. Now you
Grain Fed Anir,nals Causing Hersloff, and many more ar- will have to remember that
World Hunger," mixed tists that deserve praise for this was before the massive
media, are oddly out of the or- their collections and contribu- onslaught of the "The" bands
dinary and powerfully tions to the community.
(The Cars, The Shirts, The
creative contemporary exValencia Community Col- Sh.oes, et.al.). The strange
pressions.
lege East Campus is located practice of naming yourselves
Many thanks should also be at 701 North Econlockhat- after everyday inanminate ob:
expressed to the lenders to chee Trail, ·Orlando. ''African jects did not become the rage
this exhibition, the people Puppetry'' runs through until about late 1978. Before
behind the masks so to speak, March 2, and "Masks" that most bands either picked
like Dr. Donald Wyatt, well- through March 16. Gallery names that sounded like the
known for his expertise on hour~ are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., names of real people, but were
African art, Grady and Sue Monday through Friday.
not ("Pablo" Cruise,

Art--------------

"Jethro" Tull, "Molly" Hatchet), or adopted the moniker
of their favorite place
(Chicago, Boston, Kansas.) So
a band named Tlie Police
sounded like
pretty stale
gimmick at the time-just
anoth.e r way for talentless
guys (remember that the
Village People and KISS were
big at the time) to make a
quick buck. Then I heard
"Roxanne" on a late-night
college radio show, and
thought to myself that this
was pretty Jnteresting, and
figured I owed it to myself, in
my never-ending search for
good music, to investigate
further.
The next day I went. to my
friendly neighborhood majorchain-type record store and
·asked the clerk ifThe Police
album was in. He thought it
was some kind of joke and
said something stupid like,
"You want The Police? Why,
did somebody shoot so-

a

meone?''
Needless to say, I was
somewhat perturbed at this
buffoon's arrogance and
decided right then and there
thatThe Police were MY
band, no matter if they were
the next Beatles or the next
Hot Chocolate. By the way,
the next time I walked in to
that same store, about -a
month later, that same clerk
was unloading several boxes
of Police records and tapes.
Remember this little incident when you read my selections below.
Now, I don't want to slight
any fine musicians, but for
two good reasons
I'm not
going to waste your time and
mine picking the Best
Historical Album or the Best
Movie or Television Special'
Score, because: (1) Just listing
all the nominees would require more space than is
Grammy, page 22

U.S.News & World Report presents

the Inside
Sco~p-~
#~:nv•

-

They Laughed When I Sat Down
to Create an Ad
But When I Won the Competition!~
A

RTH Li R h ad r.ecen tl y crea ted
a n ad for h is Ad,·ert i:;ing 101
c l ass Th e r oo m ro n i; with
ac co l a des for his a ccompl rshm ent I
deci ded that this v. ou ld be a dra m a tic
moment fo r mtc to ma h my debut To
the amaze men t of &II of m\' fr ie :id ~. I
s tr od e co nfi dtn tl y ove r to th e ty pe·
wr it er a nd ~a( d(Jwn .

b~J,~cckh~~k1 f.. ~0 ~1~e0 ~~d:·id kls;~~h~~:
The)· wtrf all ce rt ai n th a t I coul dn't
crea te a sing le t h in g.
"Ca n he r ea l!~ ' reater I hea rd a gi rl
whi s per lo Ar thur.
" Hea,·e n> . no'" Arth u r excla i me d .
"H e ne,·er crea t ed on ad in all h 1; life
... Bu t ju st you " 'atc h h im Th is is

go/nJe~~i:l~~d~a kr

the mo>t of t he
si t uatio n W;th mork .d i gni t ~· I t C10 k a
blank piece (lf pa per fror. • the drawe r
a nd wit h a floi.;ristr inser t l'd 11 b~hin d
t he platen and rolled it in p lace T ht: n
I ro~e a nd a dju~t" d tht· C"ha1 r a nd threw
back my imagi n a ry t uxed o ta1h•
"What de• you th •n k of h 1.· e:1.ec ut ion?" called a ,·01ce fr »m th e rea r
"We're in fa,·or of 1t '" c:ome bac k the
an sv. e r. an d t h,• cr,w •d r c• r k ed "' 1th
laugh ter.

.. . "Wh er~ did vou learn ?" - "How
lon g ha"e- ym: ; tud ied?" - " Wh o wa s
your tea cher?"
"C'reatinf advert is in g 1 ~ an a rt and
. a scie n ce:' rf'plie d " Wi th jus t a li t tl e
se lf con fidenc• !ind sq m e study on the
pr i ncip les J'q. d rscm·e red t ha t 1 ha ,·e
t a le nt I'm M" rea d' to t rv m,· h a nd
and enu- r the 19 4 Coll ege- ~ ev.:sp a pe r
Creali\'e Ad ,·ert isi n g Co mpeti t ion .'
"Te ll u!' more a bou t the- C'ompell ·
Li on ;· th e) a ll dem a nd r d

Howl found Out About
the 1984 Colll'g(: News paper
Creati\'e Advertising
Compe tititon
And th en l exp lai ned th at th e ColMedra Ac-.1;ers . m~ c01l~ge news·
pape r o na o ,.Ci;t D1,·1::ion of The l\' e v.·
Ch rys ler Corporatio n w<:re sponso ring
a C'r eat1,•e .!\d \'t rt i_i n g C' om J.l!'ti t ion
open t o a I I ;:t ude n l!' on ca mpus. "The
Co mp e t i t 1v n · ~ real l y swel l .' ' 1
excl ai med
l ~[!e

A Complete Triumph!
A; the last word; fi ll ed the· paper. I
ske tched a writ e r's rou gh of th ~ layout
and 11l ustra t 1on T he roo rr, resC1unded
wit h a "udder. roa r of applause I found
m 1 >e lf sur r ound ed by exc it ed face s .
H t•" m\' fn en d ~ c ar ri e d on' Mt-n ~ ho<> k
m\' ha nd - .,. ildly congr a tul a tt.>d me p ciundc·d :i1P on t h e bar k i n th e ir
en t h u :-1a~m' E "..rybody w a ~ exclai m·
rn i; " rth d"lig ht - p l~ in i: me w11h
raµ rd que :.: t ion:- ...J ac k ' W h~ di dn't
Y' 'u tc·ll u" you cou ld creatt like th a t?"

Ju/111 ruplo"

r,, , ,

-~~r."9-•

On the job market: Careers that are hot, skills that
sell. What to expect when you enter the work force.

dev .. Jop one pcin t a d ve rll > e m~ nt fe a ·
tu r ing the l ~--: subject produ ct - lht19&4 Dc•dg< D~ytona Turbo Z You ma~
work a lone or 1r, t ~a ms.
The fubm1;c;1o n:- " 111 b re-.·1f .,. ed b'
the n ati o n ~: jud gi n g conrm 1 : te~ a nd
eac h rampu , " inn~r will ha'• hi ~ he r
ad ap ped r i r Lht' s pon, o rrn~ coll eg.,.
news pupe r
f i r s t. :~rc.n d an d T hird P la ce
nati on a! wr:m. :-;. will be ~e l ect"<! b\' the
sa me pa nel Tik na t ion a I a" ar d> re
Firs t Place
Winn1n• &d plac·ed rn a ll
p ~ r : 1 c 1 p a t1n t, wl lege
nE'Y. ~ p.:-s p.;-r ~ na t 1nnv.1 df:'

On today's news- and policy-makers: Who to
watch ... who stands where ... who holds the reins
on red-letter issues.

a

On the economy: Where is it headed? What does
it mean to your buying power?

S: 3.,..., 11_; th olarshi p

U.S.News & World Report takes you behind the
scene. Straight to the source with on-target analyses
of what it means to you.

C' MA "(.vld•n Pe ncil " Awa rd
Se rnnd PlacE~ l l•• 3cholar,.hrp
CM ..\ -::; ,; r Penc i! " Award
Third Place
S'" •.: Sc hoJ ,us h1p
CMA "Bcu:ize Pe ncil " A" a rd

Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.

Send for All the
C o mpe tition Information
Th ·rea r. n·. ('11 try fe;·, P 1C ~ up a n
fo r m at t h1, p arl1r 1 p~ : .ng co l·
l('gE> n e v.»p:i !-'d ofti C" e . or f1 1! out tl>E:
ent ry fur m incl uded in th1 ; ad

('n tr~

Then I Started to Create
lnstant h a te n se si lence fell on the
gu ests Th~ laui:h ter di ed on t heir lip~
&!' if b\· magic . I create d a co py
approach an d hea dl ine I h ~a rd ga pes
of a mazt men t My fripn ds . a t brea th ·
less - ~pt'll b o und !
I "' rot e on a nd a5 I wrot e 1 forgot the
peopl e around me I forgot the hour. the .
plare , th e brt-a thless crowd The little
wor ld l lh·ed in ;ee med to fade set'med to grow dim - unreal Only the
cre a ll\' ll\' was real Or.Iv the concept
and ,·isio ns 11 brought ni e \ ' 1s1ons a s
b~a uufu ! an d a~ ch a ngi n g as t he clas ·
sir ad,~ r w.i n i; of J ohn Ca ple . a nd
ot hPT. great m aste rs .

,,.

The 1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo Z .
Competition Subject Product
Then I told them the wh ole story
.. ) sav. an 1ntHe sting ad 1n t he cam ·
pu s n e w s pape r." 1 cont i n ued . " It
sound E'd ch a llenging."
"It's a nat1 c· nal contes t j ud ge d by
adverti s in g professi on a l; a nd _pra clr ·
tioners I sent for the C ompellt1on Kit
and got all the rul e> a nd procedures
The" e\ ·en se nt me actu al ma rket i ng
re fe rence or. the s ubject product w ith
copy point > and obJe ct 1\'es."
"Th e 1nfo r ma1ivn a rr ived pro mpt ly
a nd I s ta rted in th a t ve r~ n ight· to
s tud ' the bHckr.ound I wa, am azed t..o
set tio.,. ea,, It was to pa rt ici pa te ."
" M,· ent r; 1; du e on M&rch 24 a nd I
just kn ow tha ! rJ1 be a fi nal rst •·
0

r---Money-saving

J9S4 College ~ewspaper
Creative Advertising Competition
P.O . Box 121
Princeton, ~E'"' Jersey 08!>40
(201 ) 874-4923

I
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Fame and Fortune Awaits

"Th "" Lo u~ h rd \.\ h en I So r Dou n at th.· Pwn o ..
0

I

I SchoolName~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I

·

You tor•. ca r n<>" ent e r t h< l !-!~4 Co l·
le14 1' ~w ;; p a pt-r Crea tive Ad ·e rt1 :.'1 ng
(C' mpe11 11on Ent e rin g studen t> must
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· $7.97 . I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price .
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Center offers help to anorexics in breaking · habit
by Vicki White
Features editor

Eating disorders have been
around for thousands of
years, but it is only fairly
recently that they have
received much attention, partially because tht;i incidence of
eating disorders has reached
epidemic proportions in the
past few years.
·With society's obsession
with young, thin, beautiful
people; it is no wonder that
the cases of bulimia and ·
anore:xla netvosa are increasing. To help alleviate the
situation, Dr. ' Don Eaker of
UCF's Counseling and
Testing Center has started
conducting weekly group sessions for people suffering
from eating disorders.
· These sessioµs are held
~ every Wednesday from 3 to 4
~ p.m. in room 147 of the Ad~
.. ministration Building and
..
~ will run through April 18.
·----~··.l_;.:.:.:
c
Ek
h .
"d t f
t-~•----:':·<:·~t~~~\~V.'' ,·.~·· :··~·~.;· ·--~ )~~Af/U<~·.{.:fS:'] the aF~:~i;~ o~:s~:~::ioe: f~r
~~!~··~··~·~!·~··~~·_·_~_
_.,_.·_··-·-------------Anorexia and Bulimia, says
that he has treated people
with eating disorders in
private practice, but he decided to start the group sessions
because he had a lot of
students coming into the
Counseling and Testing
Center with the problems.
Besides treating anorexia
and bulimia in group sessions,
Eaker also conducts individual therapy sessions. He
uses a method called ''reflective access," in which the person audio tapes a detailed
autobiography. The idea
behind this is to try to see

.

··
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., .

GET TOGETHER
AT THE
GROUND ROUND

what led to the faulty selfperception that resulted in
the problem in the first place.
Anorexics and bulimics attend separate groups. Eaker
explains that the reason for
this is that while both anorexics and bulimics have a
distorted
image
of
themselves, thinking that
they are fat, anorexics cannot
relate to the bulimics' binging
and purging-ingesting huge
quantities of food, only to
vomit later on.
Furthermore, bulimics tend
to be more secretive about
their habit than anorectics.
''They think that they're the
only 'ones doing it and they
are afraid of anyone finding
out about them," Eaker explained.
While anorectics will starve
themselves into losing at
least 20 to 25 percent of their
normal body weight, bulimics
are usually either slightly
overweight or slightly
underweight, and this makes
it hard to "spot" them. Furthermore, while anorectics
may end up in the hospital, or
even die of starvation,
bulimics may get into other
problems, such as gastric
disturbances.
"That constant vomiting
can upset the balance of electrolytes in the body or cause
injury to the esophagus,"
Eaker explained. "So while
bulimia does not appear to be
as serious as anorexia, these
people can still do some
damage to themselves." He
also said that bulimics tend to
commit suicide because they
are unhappy with the way

Staffing NOW for Summer

WATERFRONT and
SPORTS COUNSELORS
BOYS CAMP, BIRKSHIRE MOUNTAINS, MASS.
Swimming/WSI • Sailing • Water Skiing • Swim Team
Fiull 8 Week Season • Minimum Age: 20

GRL\T FOOD!
•Steaks
•Burgers
•Seafood .

• Finger Food
· • Free Peanuts
& Popcorn

Top salary, room, board, laundry and allowances.

Write or call collect: Mr. Shelly Weiner

New York Office: 5 Glen Lane,
Mamaroneck, New York 10543

Telephone: (914) 381-598.3

e.Mexlcan Menu

Burritos! Chimichangas! Taco Salad!
Fried Mex-A-Skins!

~~.

MPIAN

GRFATTIMFSI
•Happy Hour Mon.-Sat. 11AM-7PM
Sun.-Thurs. 10PM-Close
• Sports on large-screen Televlalon

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

- Course

Class Starts

DAT
Feb.25
MCAT Feb. 26
LSAT
Mar.27
Apr. 12
GRE
"The Goodtlme Meeting Place"
2901 East Colonial Drive
East of Colonial Plaza
894-9705

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve Lhe right to cancel any class for
which there is iruufficienL enrollment.
Call for details
Days.Evenings.or Weekends

-678-8400

things are going, and they feel
as if they are caught in a nowin situation.
According to Eaker,
bulimics associate positively
with the word "purge." "To
them it is a positive act, they
are cleaning the food out of
their system; they are purging it," he said. "To rpake it
sound a little less positive, I
prefer to call it binging and
'vomitin·g.
The
word
'vomiting' has a negative connotation to it."
Currently, researchers are
attempting to equate bulimia
and anorexia on the same
level as the other habits of
drinking and smoking, since
. some of their behavior is
similar to that of people who
have attempted to break
these habits.
What's it like to be an
anorectic? Well, speaking
from personal experience, this
writer thinks it is not much
fun, since an anorectic is constantly trying to lose weight,
keeping track of the calories,
keeping track of the exercise,
and keeping track of the
number of pounds lost. An
anorectic does not look at a
meal ·and see food; they see X
number of calories instead.
No matter how much
weight you lose, it's still not
enough. An anorectic can find
all sorts of lumps, bumps and
soft spots that need to come
off. Happiness is a pair of hipbones to them. The worst
thing you can do to an anorectic is to hoµnd them about
their weight problem. It .only
makes them more determined
to stay with their diet, since
this self starvation is a form
of rebellion.
Like most anorectics, I was
rather pprky to begin with,
and it was something that
people noticed. "You're such
a pretty girl; you should lose
some weight," or "Hey
Chuilky!" In a world where
everyone else is skinny, or so
it seems·, this is a little hard to
take. So, like every other
anorectic in this situation, I
decided it was time to lose
some weight. My sister, who
was "just right," decided that
it would not hurt her to lose a
few pounds, either.
We competed to see who
could lose the most.
At
first, people noticed that I
had lost a few pounds; then I
was ''starting to look so skinny." Finally, people were going up to my boyfriend at the
time and asking him if I was
dying.
I managed to work my way
down to 85 pounds. I was
almost 17 years old, but at
school I was often mistaken
for a freshman. Sometimes I
think that the only thing that
saved me from being
mistaken for a male freshman
was the fact that my hair was
longer than most guys' hair.
No matter how much
weight an anorectic loses,
they are never really happy.
Anorexia, page 23
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Grammy-------=---------------------------------from page 19
available in this whole
newspaper, and (2) I could
care less whether The
Greatest Recordings of Arturo Toscanini Symphonies
Vol. 1 or Back in the Saddle
Again:· American Cowboy
Songs captures the aforementioned crown.
For another reason, this
time racism, I'm also going to
ignore both the "Rock" and
" Rhythm and Blues"
categories. The National
Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences insists on clinging closely to an outdated
apartheid system-meaning
that if you cut a record that's
not Top 40 and you 're white,
they label it "rock;" if you're
black, it's labeled "R&B."
The sole exception to this
rule is Jackson. He's
nominated in the rock, R&B
and pop categories. Your
guess as to why ''Beat It'' is
rock and "Billie Jean" is R&B
is as good as mine. To me,
they're both just good tunes.
Peri-Od. I prefer not to give
credibility to· racism in any
form-be it in 89uth Africa w
the music industry.
With .. that out of the way
then, the 26th edition of the
annual music awards: Song
of the Year: (This goes to the

songwriter.) "Maniac" is
stupid, so we'll eliminate it
right away. Lior~el Richie's
"All Night Long (All Night)"
isn't bad, but the Academy
goofed-it should have
nominated a different Richie
tune "Runnin' with the
Night," a better song. That
leaves the two Jackson songs,
"Beat It," and "Billie Jean"
and Sting's (of The Police)
"Every Breath You Take."
Lyrically, Sting blows
Jackson away. "Every
Breath" is moving and painful, while "Beat It" is pretty
simplistic and "Billie Jean"
interesting but not provocative. Give it to Sting.
Record of the Year: (This
goes to the performer.) With
the
exception
of
"Flashdance... What a Feeling, ,,. substituting for
''Maniac,'' the nominees are
the same as for Song of the
Year. So I can't · be held
responsible for causing any
riots, I'll give the nod to
Jackson for "Beat It," if for
no other reason than _. he
dances a hell of a lot better
th&n Sting.
Female Pop Vocal: Irene
Cara ("Flashdance"), Donna

Summer ("She Works Hard
for the Money") and Sheena
Easton ("Telephone") all
have good voices, but none
truly outstanding or unique.
Linda Ronstadt is a cut
above, but her "What's New"
is too wimpy. My pick is Bonnie Tyler for "Total Eclipse of
the Heart," a No. 1 smash
that, because of its grandiose
production, forced Tyler to
get the most from her gruff,
slightly harsh voice.

spend more time together Boy George appeared on the
than a couple of hours in a cover of nearly every
studio to legitimately be call- magazine in the country, exed a "group." The only ones cept maybe Field and Stream.
who qualify are The Police But this is not to suggest that
(nominated for "Every theClubisn 'tdeservingofthe
Breath") and Culture Club award. They play several
("Do You Really Want to types of music equally well,
Hurt Me"), but in both bands from the ballad-like "Do You
only one man sings, so "group Really Want to Hurt Me" to
vocal" is really a misnomer. · the rockin' "Church of the
Since I'm going to give the Poison Mind" to the countrybig trophy to The Police and · tinged. "Karma Chameleon.. "
Boy George has a _purer voice Despite
their
than Sting, take Culture appearance,Culture Club is
Male Pop Vocal: Both Club.
more substance than fluff.
Prince ("1999") and Jackson
("Thriller") are better perNew Artist: This is my
Album of the Year: I didn't
formers than they are singers. favorite category, since it like Flashdance, Billy Joel
That leaves Richie for "All best spotlights the stupidity already won this award (for
Night Long," and Billy Joel of Academy voters. In 1978, 52nd Street),..,, and David
for "Uptown G_irl." This one the award was won by A "Bowie's Let's Dance was
is tough but my nod goes to Taste of Honey, NOT Elvis merely a good commercial
Joel, not just because of his Costello and NOT The Cars.) comeback effort. That leaves
uncanny Frankie Valli imita- The pick here is especially dif- just 1983's two heaviest hittion, but because he had the ficult since 1983 was a very ters, Jackson and The Police.
guts to try it in the first ·place. g.ood year for new artists and "King of Pain," "Wrapped
all five nominees are equally Around Your Finger" and
Group Pop Vocal: This deserving of the. title.
"Walking
in
Your
category is a farce since only
The choices are Big Coun- Footsteps.~' are more importwo of the five nominees are try,
Culture
Club, tant works of art than the
truly gr0ups:The other three, Eurythmics, Men Without fluffy "P.Y.T.," "Wanna Be
duets by Jaekson and Paul Hats .and Musical Youth. The Startin' Se~ething," and
McCartney, James Ingram Academy is very impressed especially "This Girl is
and Patti ' Austin &nd Kenny by the amount of press acts ~fine." The winner, by a
Rogers amt Dolly Parton, are receive, and judged by that knockout, Synchronicity.
merely one shot deals. The criteria Culture Club wins
Don't .give me a hard time
way I look at it, you've got to hands down, as lead singer or I'll arrest you.

Movie- from page 11
Director Herbert Ross convincingly depicts a small
midwestern town setting. Bomont seems tranquil and
peaceful and Ross accurately
presents the idea that the inhabitants are almost scared
of music and cautious to
change.
Lynn Taylor-Corbett's
choreography is ambitious
enough; however, there are
really only two dance ·
numbers in the entire film.
Ross does interject a
humorous scene with Ren trying to teach his friend
Willard,
played
by
Christopher Penn how to
dance, set against "Let's
Hear it for the Boy" sung by
Deniece Williams.

SCIENCE AND
ENGi.NEERiNG MAJORS
If you want a ·challenging and rewarding career, ever- increasing
responsibility, the opportunity to work with some of the best scientific
minds in the world, and the prestige of being a commissioned officer;
then you want the Air Force.
Engineers in today's Air Force receive these and many more opportunities as leaders in aerospace technology. Plus the Air Force offers
'many benefits unequaled in private industry, such as 30 days of vacation .
with pay each year.
· If you hold or are about to receive a degree in any science
or engineering discipline, and want more details on
_

the Air Force, contact your nearest Air Force
recruiter.

tt you plan to complete your undergraduate or graduate degree
between December 1983 and December 1984, contact Sgt.
Almand,4640 s. Orange Blossom Trall,Orlando,Fl.,33515,or call
(305)851-8593.
Students with two or more years remaining may contact Capt.
Coyne at the Air Force ROTC Bldg.,or call (305)275-2264

Footloose is an interesting
little tale about conformity
and rebellion between youths
and adults, with a competent
cast and an entertaining
score. But due to the lack of
actual dancing and an overdramatized script, Footloose
would be more appropriately
titled
Footlong. -

NYC-- from page 17
an id~a that you are up to
something, like looking for a
prospective mugging victim
or a pickpocket client. ·
Bouncing along under New
York City, more than once I
found myself thinking about
the tanned bodies perusing
the shops along Park Avenue
in Winter Park, the TR-6 in
my driveway, the neatly
manicured lawns at UCF.
New York is a nice place to
visit, but...
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Billy ~oel plays to packed C0nter
by Gary Friedman
Special to the Future

Billy Joel performed befor~
a sellout crowd of 10,600 people at the Orange .County
Civic Center on Tuesday
night and gave the best performance yet seen at the
relatively new facility.

drinks, but Joel's performance was well worth the
wait.
_
Joel related well to the audience by keeping the crowd
in a constant frenzy with his
unique piano playing style
and by leaping off the
speakers on both sides of the
stage.

The 40-minute delay prior
At one point in the show
to the start of the show was
filled by the selling of Joel had to leave the stage to
souvenirs, beer and mixed return moments later wearing

a new pair of pants, somehow
managing to rip the first pair
while playing the piano. He
made up for this blunder by
amusing the crowd with a
giant stuffed rabbit during
"Big Shot."

Despite the fact Christie
Brinkley did not make an appearance, the crowd went
wild.

Obviousiy Joel was not too
impressed with the Civic
Center. "You can tell Disney
Joel's .performance included didn't design this place," he
excellent renditions of "Piano said.
Man," "Pressure," "Don't
Ask Me Why" and "An InnoKywa Hammond and
cent Man," but perhaps the
most memorable was his most Future reporter Wayne Starr
recent hit "Uptown Girl." contributed to this story.

JOIN
THE 12,000,000
PEOPLE
WHO HAVE
ALREADY
DISCOVERED
DIRECT DEPOSI'r
Have your Social
Security or other
Government pay1T1ents
sent straight to
wherever you have
your checl<lng or
savings account.

·a---YOU KNOW YOUR MONEY'S
SAFE AND SOUND.
Anorexl
~~~~~~frompage20 ..............1111111111111111111111111111111111111111......................illllliliiillllliiliiillll. .
They live in constant fear of
ballooning out to an enormous size, so they dread the
thought of mealtime, when all
eyeballs will be focused upon
them, watching every bite
they take. This is uncomfortable and can make mealtimes
unpleasant, not only for the
anorectic, but also for the rest
of the family.
Being the kind of person
who did not like a lot of yelling, I devised ways of getting
around eating a normal dinner. I would tell my parents
that my boyfriend was taking
me out to eat, or that I had
eaten a big lunch, or that I did
not feel very good. Anything
to get out of eating all that
nasty food.
I felt like a wimp; sort of
whiny all of the time. This
could have been because my
stomach w:as always empty
and growling, and also that
my body was not getting the
proper nutrients to keep it
functioning properly. This is
what usually does anorectics
in-their metabolism is
disrupted.
In order to break the
anorexia
habit,
the
anorectic's self-image must
first be changed. Once the
nutritional imbalances have
been corrected, the anorectic
goes through therapy in order
to build positive sense of selfesteem and a sense of power.
Some of their proble~s stem
from interaction with
members of their families, so
often a whole family goes for
therapy.
I did not go in for therapy;
at the time, 1976, anorexia
was still pretty much in the
closet, or at least where I lived it was. Instead, I got interested in cross country running. The coach said I was not
running until I weighed at
least 110. He relented; when
he weighed me a few weeks
later and found ~mt that I was
all the way up to 97 pounds he
was ecstatic; he sweated that
race out, though, especially
when my sister told him that
I'd rather die than quit.
''Uncle Buzzy,'' as few of us
were privileged to call him,
babied me along, weighing me
every week, and then praising
or lecturing me as was
necessary. He gave me the encouragement that I needed to
break the habit.

When you're in a tight spot,
good friends will help you out.

When you pulled int wo h()urs ago, you didn't
ha\'(: this problem. And \\'ith a party just starting,
the last thing mu \\'anted to do was
wait around another two hours.
·either did till' rest of the guys.
So \\'ht.·11 they offer('ci to J.,ri \·e you
a lift. th<1t's exactly \\'hat they did,
prm·ing_ not only that they were
in good sh<tpe. trnt that they
\\'ere good frit: mis.
So show tht 111 \\hat apprcciatj(l11 is all about. 'fonight. let it
'be Lii\\"l'llbriiu .

LOwenbriiu. Here's to good friends.
• 1983 Beer Brewed in U SA by Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee. WI

•
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The show featured several skits done with a 'Benny Hill'-style humor.

Burlesque comes to UCF
Photos by Tim Barto
•,

The show even featured a genuine line of chorus girls, above,
and the comedy of Sharkey and St. John, left.

...

Servin9 the Illustrator, Oes:gnM, Fine Artist, Photographer,

Problems,
problems,

Draftsman, Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter

p~oblems

-

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cut $8.00

-~

S'I'UDE~T DISCQU~'rl
.

:

.

331 5554

731 ORIENTA PLAZA
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
•
·One block south of 436 on Maitland Ave.

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
'UNION PARK

FULL SERVICE SALON

WALK-INS WELCOME

282•1700

Daily 9-5 lrThurs. tll 8

Wayne Starr's interview
with Late Night with David
Letterman's Larry "Bud"
Mellman, originally scheduled for this week, has been
delayed due to technical pro- ·
hlems: Larry forgot to mail
the pictures of himself. L~ok
'for
Starr's
Celebrity
Showcase next week.

I

.
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·PASS ·C LAST?

Three books written

ESPECIALLY

to teach the CLAST competencies.
GETTING~EADY FOR THE CLAST, $10.95154 pp.
Sample tests apd instruction in reading, '~riting and mathematics

COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95,260 pp.
Thousands of CLAST exampl~s and sample tests.
MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A Workbook, $10.95, 202 pp.

Teaches how to cope with test anxiety,
In your

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE N.OW!!

or .
send your check for the price plus $1.00 to:
H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater, FL
33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.
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Women slam Valdosta;
move into top twenty
by Mike Rhodes
Tongeren, 'Karen Harvey, and
Bev Knight were honored in
The UCF women's basket- the best way, with the teams
ball team reached the top of ··Nlh over the Lady Blazers
the mountain in what coach who had / been the cause of
Joe Sanchez termed, ' 'the big- much anguish throughout the
gest win in Lady Knight season.
history" last Thursday night,
defeating the No. 1 ranked,
Valdosta had beaten the
Division II Valdosta State, Lady Knights twice earlier in
81-74, in the UCF gym.
the season, first in the Central
"We're a national con- Florida Holiday Classic,
tender, ' ' said Sanchez, ''and 73-56, and again in late
we played a super game. " January winning 78-74 in
There was no doubt in the Valdosta. But history was not
minds of the 500 fans in at- to repeat itself three times,
tendance, that the Lady and 'the Lady Knights made
Knights had done their sure of that, by dictating the
homework .
All
that tempo of the game from the
homework has paid off in the outset and maintaining their
form of a No. 18 ranking in a composure throughout -the
national coaches poll for the game.
Lady Knights, who had fallen
The women used a collapsout of the national ·rankings ing zone defense to shut down
after a dry spell in January. one of the nation's premier
Sanchez was nothing less .pairs in Valdosta's Janice
than ecstatic when he learned Washington and Pam
of the ranking Tuesday.
Johnson. Sanchez attributed
this to the oustanding
Thursday night was also physical play of Rochelle Lee
seniors night, in which the and Christine Strahl.
Lady Knights three seniors
A surprise addition to the
were honored. Dorine Van lineup was Su~an Patz, who
Sports editor
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Fade-away jumpers like this pne from UCF's Susan Patz let
Valdosta know that she had overc-o~e her injury-; ·-

was thought to .have been
sidelined with a severe back
and hip injury. Just before
game time, trainer Kathy
Fox, Sanchez, and Patz conferred and decided that she
could play if necessary. Late·
in the first half the situation
presented itself when Dorine
Van Tongeren got into foul
trouble. Patz came in and sur:
prised everyone, putting
aside her ailments to ·hit for
13 points and 3 rebounds.
Coach Sanchez was so
pleased with the outcome that
he was hesitant to name any
one player who made the difference. He was quick to point
out the play of his guards,
Karen Harvey and Bev
- Knight, and sophomore forward Christine Strahl.
Harvey and Knight fed the
ball well to teammates under
the boards and especially to
Strahl, according to Sanchez.
Harvey and Knight combined
for 13 assists, and Strahl led
the scoring attack pumping in
a career high 27 points.

-\,--

Women, page 26

Knights feather Tars ·to
clinch conference title
When UCF's men 's basketCollege 81-67 Monday night.
UCF took over sole poses- ball went into the Enyart
sion of first . place when Alumni Fieldhouse for their
With an overpowering in- Rollins beat Tampa last week, last regular season game.
side game and clutch and the Knights had virtually both- the !{nights and the
shooting by Gr.eg Brown, the -cliflched the conference title Rollins Tars had plenty to
-Kni-ghts proved their com- after defeating Villanova and lose. A UCF loss would put
eback from a 0-6 start to a Eckerd. But the Knights did the Knights back in a tie for
Sunshine State Conference not lay down and take their first place with Tampa.. A
season championship was no game against Rollins lightly Rollins loss would close the
casket on the Tars' chances of
fluke as they defeated Rollins Monday night.
being in the Sunshine State
Conference Tournament this
weekend.
The inside play ~f ~cott
Kinney, who finished with a _ UCF's Rick Simpson calls for the ball as a Georgia runner
game high of 28 points, kept advances.
the Tars close to the UCF
lead. But while the Knights
had trouble stopping Kinney,
they did stop the other Tars,
including senior sharpshooter
Glenn Stambaugh who was by Felix Soto
Bulldogs ·ahead 1-0. Knight
held to 10 points.
pitcher Curran Hubbard then
Future, sport~
The Knights got plenty of
walked Georgia's Doug
poi:n,,t production from four
The UCF baseball team was Busch. Rick Fuentes came to
players. Dan Faison led t he put to the test thls past week, bat for t he Bulldogs and drill·Knights in scoring with 22 when they went up against ed a triple into center field to
points and rebounds with 9. tough Division I University score Busch.
Larry Gowins scored 20 of Georgia. The Knights
Georgia scored again in the
points, Greg Brown put up 17 showed that they are capable eighth inning when Busch hit
and Isaac McKinnon made of competing with the a sacrifice fly deep into center
12.
powerhouse schools, splitting field, enabling a runner at
Rollins ' Bubba Cooper, who the two game series with the third tp come in for the final
.~ said he received a big lift fr om . Bulldogs.
run of the game. Though the
- ~ the UCF crowd, brought t he
Good defensive execution Knights were hitt'ing well,
.~ Tars within 7 points, with 2 kept the contest l?COreless they could not seem to put
~ assists, with 16:30 left in the _ throughout most of the first together an offensive attack
~ second half. "I tried to use game held Saturday. But in strong enough to overcome
Coach Machock had a tough time dealing with an official's (UCF's) crowd ' s booing the top of the sixth inning a the 3-0 deficit.
~
· home _run by Georgia shortgoal tending call on Larry Gowins.
Rollins, page 29 stop Marty Brown put the
Baseball, page 26
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

Baseball team splits
series with Bulldogs

..
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In the second game of the doubleheader in the team's ference game, at the UCF
series, Georgia took com- first Sunshine State Con- Baseball Complex.
mand early, scoring- two runs
- Date
'-Place
Opponent
in the second inning. But the
Away
Feb. 25
Valdosta St.
Knights found their offense
)
Home
Feb. 29
St. Leo
and answered back with a rurr Florida Atlantic
Away
March 1
in the bottom of the second.
Home
March 3
Villanova
UCF shut down Georgia's ofHome
March 4
Illinois St.
fensive game after the second
Home
March 5
Lasalle
and opened up their own.
Tinker Field
March 6
Minnesota Twins
The Knights scored runs in
Home
March 7
Villanova
the fifth and sixth innings to
Home
March 8
Wes tern Kentucky
take a 3-2 lead; and sealed the
Home
March 9
St. Joseph
victory in the eighth, adding
Home
March 9
Lasalle
two more runs for a final score
of 5-2.

~

~
~

0
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Bev Knight (11) uses some
Valdosta' s Gina Bozeman.

fan~y

footwork to drive off

Women-from page 2s Susan Patz, and 12 from
Monday night the women Knight.
continued their roll, clinching
The women enter into the
their third straight regular semifinals of the conference
season conference champion- tournament Thursday night
ship in beating Rollins, 72-56, as the number one seeded
led by a 21 point game from team, taking on Rollins at
Van Tongeren, 17 points from 8:00 p.m. in the UCF gym.

After defeating the
Bulldogs Monday, some UCF
players .commented, saying
that good teamwork was the
key to the win. ''I feel we
played a gre~t game" said
catcher Owen Holden, "We
came up with some big plays
when we needed them."
Other players said that
they were confident about
their ability to beat Georgia.
"We have a confident bunch
of players in our ball club, 11
said Joe Dawson, another catcher. "We knew we could beat
them."
With the win, the Knights
lifted their record to 4-2 on
the season.
Saturday the team will take
on Valdosta State in a
doubleheader at Valdosta,
and then return home
Wednesday to face St. Leo at
Fleet feet and a wary eye helped Tim Barker find his way
noon. They wi11 play a safely on base.

-
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SCHOLARS-HJPS~

§
~

Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of Business

~

~nounces

§

THE PATTERSON-MACGREGOR SCHOLARSHIPS
THE RED LOBSTER INNS OF AMERICA SCHOLARSHIP
THE PHILIP CROSBY ASSOCIATES SCHOLARSHIP

§

These scholarships will be awarded to outstanding students entering the
two-year program. The awards are based on merit. with each recipient
receiving SJ,()(() each year to help defray the cost of tuition. The total
value of the scholarship is S6.QC(). Outstanding scholars who have been
chosen in past years to receive these awards.: have had GMAT scores
averaging more than 600. with undergraduate grade point averages.
averaging more than 3.5.
Rollins College is a liberal arts college, founded in 1885. It is independent
of church or state and offers quality programs in the arts ond sciences.
The Crummer School was established in 1965 and devotes its efforts
c;olely to graduate education. The School has a highly qualified faculty
and outstanding facilities. Also available to incoming students are
Graduate Assistantships. which are a1NOrded to students selected to
assist the Crummer faculty in research.
For additional information. complete the following, clip and mail to:
Director of Admissions
Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of Business
Rollins College
\A. inter Park RoridLJ 32789-4A99

Sir r· /A1,f I' Jo

--.,,,..----.,.......-------- .. Un er~xo . u ·1e Colle~Y'

College Night

§

MBA

-;--1 ~ -i1-,, , - - - - -

ROYE. CRUMMER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ROLLINS COLLEGE •· WINTER PARK FLORIDA

§

('):~~~s

Tuesday Nights 7-11

Present your school l.D. and
receive Happy Hour prices.
* Ladies Night Wed. 7-9
Free Champagne
* 2 for 1 Cocktails
During DaUy Happy Hours _
*

~

!
~

§

~

§
§
§

§~

4007 East Colonial Dr.
·
(305) 896-5888
Orlando.Fl. 32803
§-><Q><Q'~~~<Q'l<.Q'>c.Q>r.b>~<Q>~<Qt<b><.Q'>r.b>..0-

§
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Cit

. DESIGN A T-SHIRT CONTEST
RU.LES:
1. Promote Rec. Services or your
organizcit.i~n.

2. Entry must be actual size; -

black on white.
3. Open to all UCF students ,
faculty, and staff.
4. Entry deadline- March 8
(R.S. 101) .
Winner receives one dozen
printed T• shirts
•Silkscreen printing service also
offered to clubs,organizations,
and individuals at a low cost.
Call today for details (275·2408)

•

1

,

~Cl

r
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RESIDENTIAL
COMMUNITIES
OF!J\MERICA*

o's
ue!

~

2 bedrooms,
2baths

$48,900
Sussex Place offers you East Orlondds very
best home ownership opportunity! Our 2 and
3 bedroom townhome villas feature spacious
designs, a long list of popular standard
features and outstanding volue-bocl~ed by
Central Florida's leading new home builder.
And it's all in a great location close to UCF,
Westinghouse, shopping centers, schools,
bani~, entertainment and houses of worship.
Sparkling beaches are on easy drive and fast
access to the East-West Expressway mal~es
all of Central Florido convenient to you.

MOVE UP TO THE
AFFORDABLE
TOWNHOMES OF ___------==
SUSSEX PLACE!
L

Own the n~w home you wont-at a remarkably affordable
price with low monthly financing tailored for you!

SNEAK PREVIEW! PRE-COMPLETION DISCOUNTS!

+~+

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/a mile east of Alafaya Trail on
·Highway 50.

~-RESIDENTIAL~
I

\

COMMUNITIES l
OF!j\MERICA•r

* $48,900 sole price.

$46, 450 morrgage amounr.
l3ased on 7 1h % convenrionol J~year financing, .
1J % A PR. lnreresr rares subject to change
w 1rhout norice.

EQUAL

HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Full dera ils or our soles center.

CT

~

~ D !@).
f ~

Westinghouse

C

CD

. . -~~~· *
Colonial Or.

East-wet.\

•~

SUSSEX Plh\OE
Curry Ford lid.
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Athletics offers greeks chance to
prove superiority constructively

YOU are welCome at the First
Baptist Church Of Oviedo

5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
WILLIAM R. MARR., D. MIN.,
PASTOR
Worship

by Jim Daly
Future sports

Like a war fable out of ancient
Greek mythology ,
365-3484 8:30 am, 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm
Colleg-e & Career·Bible Study
fraternities have found a bat·
· 9:45 am
tleground as ·an alternative to
establish who is supreme
power
· of
the
Phone: 277-8015
greeks-athletics.
~n conjunction with UCF
Recreational Services, and its
director Loren Knutson, Intrafra terni ty .
Council
JJair6lg4ng
athletics has an intramural
11648 E. Hwy. 50
program that offers a full
Orlando, Fla. 32807
._ ,tl-~
range
of team sports to comDirectly Acron fr.om. Pohat ~
For hair you can flaunt...
. Open 9 to 6 Moiaclar ,. aiL
plement greek life. Flag footanytime. anywhere, anyway.
Berman - Maai.r _
*7ult ·
ball, soccer, softball, basket10% 1 off with your UCF l.D.
ball and floor hockey are just
some of the sports that give
the fraternities the opportunity to exercise their athletic
ability.
Serving Since 1952
The UCF recreational in. tramural program is set up in
two divisions, where each
fraternity is allowed to enter
as many teams ·as they can
furnish. Division I is the top
20 % DISCOUNT with
I.D.
Cash & Carry 423-5771 .
.
• league where' the fraternity
2i18 E~water Dr~
.
r composes a team of the best
__ ...
,. ,.
,. ,.
,. ,.
~

mi~terB~

Nail Sculpting,
Tips, Mending,
Silk wrapped,
and Manicures

@REDl<EN

College Park Florist
Flowers for All Ocassions

!
... .. ......

Easter Special

STUD~NT

._ _

.. . .. .

~

caliber athletes to represent
their organization. Division
II is comprised mainly of the
other fraternity and independent teams that are not
strong enough to compete in
the upper division. Under the
discretion of the fraternity, it
can enter the represent.a tive
team in either division depending upon its overall
strength. .
The competition among
fraternities to be the best is
intense and emotional. Every
greek organization clamors
for the prestigious "Sportsman of the Year" award that
is awarded by IFC to the
greek brother that accumUlates . the best athletic
record over the course of two
semesters. The competition
between fraternities is rigid
and painstaking, where blood,
sweat and tears are not
spared.
" For years, sports- have
been a tool for one country to
show its supremacy over
another, like the Olympics.

Fraternities
are
no
exception, " said Alan Egan, a
member of Team I softball for
Sigma Alpha Episilon.
''When playing for a fraternity one feels a lot of spirit, so
when a victory is won it is a
gain
for
the
whole
fraternity."
When it comes to intramural sports,
heated
rivalry is the biggest attraction that appeals to the
senses of a competitive fraternity. "Some fraternities are
. very much disliked by other
fraternities, said Brendon
Harrison, a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha Team I softball.
"When the situation arises,
the competition between the
two fraternities becomes
more of a war than a game. 1 '
When two clashing fraternities _lock horns, players
sometimes use the athletic
turf as an outlet to vent their
frustrations towards an opponent. "Sometimes competi-

a
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LIBRARY RESEARCH

WoRdMASTER
"the overnight cure. for the term paper blues"

273-5932 (call 24 'hrs.)
THIS IS HOW THE OVERNIGHT CURE WORKS:
· 1) Call for a reservation.

&a,.1.e1·,, "i-k;.,.~~~s

Oust as you would a restaurant.)
2) Drop off your research/term paper
(right across from school!), or
arrange for- pick-up on _campus.
, '3) Sleep.
1) Pick up your paper the following morning

BEFORE YOUR FIRST CLASSll!

The UCF Body Development Center is another of the facilities available to students free of
charge.

273-5932 (call 24 hrs.)

Sports Briefs
Ladies: Dress for success for
your job interviews!

~ 2!u.
Invites you to
come in and see our
selection of classic
Blazer Suits. We have
them in an array of
Spri_n g Colors
in sizes 4-20
We also .·feature casual items such as
shorts,knit tops.and two piece dresses for
Spring and Summer.
Our lines include: Foxcroft;Herman Geist;
Lady Norman;Ms. Sero;John Alexander Pants
for ladies and other famous makes
Please come in and browse

769 Orienta Plaza
Altamonte Springs
339-3870
One block south of 436 on Maitland Ave.

Last weekend a total of 21
teams competed in the annual
~ntramural Doubles Racquetball Tournaments at the UCF
courts. The champions, by
division in the double elimination playoff. were as follows: .
Men's A-Rick Taylor and
Jeff Bram'mer
Men's B-Neal Driscoll and
Mike Maguire
Women's-Denise Garrison
and Tina Colton
Mixed Doubles-Jeff Brammer and Denise Garrison

••••

For those who missed the
sign-up for the first week of
the intramural softball
season, there is one chance
left. The entry deadline and
final team captain meeting
will be held in RS 11 7 on
Tuesday at 4 p.m. All teams
or individuals wishing to play
in this year's softball league
must attend this meeting.
There are leagues for men and

women· with two levels of
competition
to
meet
everyone's skill level. Call
275-2408 or stop by Recreational Services for more info~mation.·
• • • .
. The last day to sign up for
intramural floor hockey is
March 6. The season is
scheduled to begin March 19.
Call Rec. Services for more information.
• • •
Orlando General Hospital
will hold its third annual fourmile run and kiddie run on
March 3 beginning at 9 a.m.
The race will begin at the
hospital locat~d on Lake
Underhill Drive in Orlando.
Registration for the run is
$5 and $7 on the day of the
race. Awards will be_given in
all age group categories, ineluding male, female and
overall winners. There will
a lso be a divis ion fo r
wheelchair participants.

·Four-mile runners will recieve
a T-shirt . and kiddie run
finishers will recieve a ribbon.
For more information contact the hospital's public relations department at 277-8110.

•••
The Rotary Club of St.
Cloud is sponsoring its second annual IO-kilometer run
in conjunction with its "Spring Fling" festivities, on
March 10. The run is sanctioned by the Athletics Congress and is a member race of
the Track Shack "Grand
Prix" series. The run features
14 different divisions and is
to begin promptly at 8:30
a.m. at t he corner of Kentucky Avenue and Lakeshore
Drive. Early entry fee is $5 if
postmarked by March 2. Late
entry or entries on the day of
the race are $7. Contact Track
Shack at 898-1313 for more
information.
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McKinnon comments on season
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

It is hard to look back at
the beginning of the men's
basketball season and believe
that they are now the Sunshine State Conference season
champions. Six . straight
losses at the beginning of the
.season was not the kind of
:s tart that coaches spend all
summer thinking about. But
the Knights' turnaround is
one thing Chuck Machock will
probably never forget.
When the Knights would
lose a game, the coach "goes
right back to the basics,''
1 s a a c . McKinnon said.
"That's where .you get beat.
Then once you go back to the
basics it seems like
everything starts over a little
better than before. UCF
beat Urbana and Valdosta
State for their first two wins.
Then they lost to Stetson,
Cincinnati and Bethune~Cookman, but the Knights
~did not stop hustling. "It
.~ seemed like nothing would go
~ our way in the beginning of
lr. the season, everybody kept
hustling and that's what
McKinnon added 2 exclamation points to the Knights' win. made the difference in our

season,'' McKinnon said.
''We kept hustling in practice, in the games and we
made mistakes", but they iron
out. Playing everybody
helped us. The more we
played, the better we would
get.' '
McKinnon is in t he running
for being on the cover of the
. next UCF basketball press
guide for shattering the
backboard. He has also
become a backbreaker to the
SSC teams that thought that
UCF was going to be a soft
touch. To clinch the Sunshine
State Conference season
championship, it was McKinnon swooping in from the
rafters · . of the Rollins
fieldhouse to finish the Tars
off again for one more season
with a two-hand semiawestruck dunk.
But right now, ~he only
thing on ¥cKinnon mind is
tonight's game against
Villanova-Miami at 6 p.m. in
the Florida Southern gym at
Lakeland. "It's taking them
one at a time," McKinnon
said. ''It starts this Friday
night and then it goes on from
there, if we take them one at a
time we'll come out on top."

If the past few weeks are
any indication .of how the
Knights respond under
pressure, then the conference
tournament should be exciting for UCF fans.

____....;-=:===.:=-.:

Rollins-from page 25
positively, to make me play
even harc:Ier,' ; Cooper said,
''and then when I would do
something good it would fire
up our crowd/' Trailing by 9
points, Cooper took off on a
fastbreak only to have Larry
Gowins come from out of
nowhere to slap Cooper's shot
out of bounds.
McKinnon put the lid on
the game with a two-hand
. slam from the right side of the
basket that drew hearty ap-·
proval from the U CF fans in
attendance.
' 'We played very well in the
first half and shot the ball
well but we did not react well
to t heir press" UCF head
coach Chuch Machock said.
"I thought Tom Klusman's
team played a scrappy, very
competitive ball game, but we
worked· and earned this victory. It was a very difficult
win for us and one we had to
have to keep the momentum
going into the tournament."
The men's Sunshine State
Conference tournament will
start tonight at the Florida
Southern gym in Lakeland.
UCF will t ake on MiamiVillanova at 6 p.m. and
Florida Southern will go up
against Tampa at 8 p.m.

1984 SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO NY NY AMERICAN WHISKEY -ABLEND
80 PROOF 'SEVEN UP" AND.. 7 UP" ARE TRADEMARKS OF THE SEVEN UP COMPANY

11. i
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The Management of the Future would like to apologize in advance for what will be written in our April Fools edition, the
Futile, on March 30 about these people, organizations and
things:
,
President Ronald Reagan
Channel 9's Walter Windsor
Coach Lou Saban and the Fighting Knights
'Rollins College's Bubba Smith
SAGA
The Athletic Fee
The National Rifle Association
UCF Student Government
The UCF Parking Lots
The College of Arts and Sciences
WUCF·AM and WUCF-FM .
The U.S. Olympic Hockey Team
The ABC Television Network
All UCF Administrators
And many, many more!·

Read the Futile March 30, because we know where you live!

Women's Top Twenty-Division II
Team
1. Dayton
2. Mt. St. Mary
3. Valdosta St.
4. Northwest Missouri
5. Quinipa I .
6. St. Cloud
7. Cal-Poly. Tech.
8. Army
9. Chapman
10. Bentley
10. Central Missouri
12. Radford
13. North Alabama
14. South Dakota
15. Pace
16. Lewis
17. Southeast Missouri
18. University of Central Florida
19. Virginia Union
20. North Dakota
\
© 1983 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, WI ·

"I MIGHT GR WORKED UR
BUT I DON'T GET FILLED UP!''
·John Madden

Record

Votes

22-2

160

24-1

151
143
136
128
120

23-2
24-3
23-2

23-2
20-5

118
112

22-3
21-4

88

20-2
19-6

78
78

20-4

76
73
56
42
38

22-3
18-4
21-4
19-6
19-4

21-6

32
24

18-4
20-5

18
9

Greeks-from page 2s
tion ·goes beyond the game
itself," Egan said. "Fighting
will always be part of sports
because tempers flare and
emotions get in the way."
In an effort to curtail the
occasional overzealousness,
IFC and UCF Rec. Services
have developed strict rules
regarding fighting and
unsportsmanlike conduct.
Under the discretion of the official and IFC, such actions
could result in immediate expulsion from intramural
sports for one semester and
whatever legal problems that
may ensue.

Help our
colle~es cope
.with fnflation.
Them'?ney
you__g1.ve
may decide
whether Im to be
or not to be.
-William Shakespeare

CHILD ABUSERS
ARE MORE
HELPLESS THAN
THEIR, CHILDREN.
Most child abusers are
truly unable to help
thernselves. They were
abuseu while grnwing
up. so they ' ve learned
no other way 10 raise
their own children . Because they are 'S O helpless about raising their
own chiluren. child
abusers are as much the
victims of a viciou~
cycle as the chiluren
the y abuse . Yet chill.I
abuser, can he hclpcu .

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY
TRADmON. WRm:
•

Nallonal Comm111
101
Prevcn11on of Ct11t<l AOus
Box 2866 Cn1caqo til 60690

A Puutu SPrvtc t nl Thi!- 1•w!.,Mp1•r
X. Tht• Ae1v1·111r.1nq loum 11

f:".'I

~~~= ~
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USFL report

Generals to leave March 1;
Bandits steal win from Stars.
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

Our own New Jersey
Generals enter into their last
week h~re at UCF for this
year's session of training
camp. The Generals are
scheduled to leave their
Florida environs on March 1
after playing the USFL's
newes t franchise, the
Jacksonville Bulls.
Last Friday night the
Generals · took on the
Washington Federals at
Winter Park's Showalter
Field. The exhiqition win
featured the Generals'
notable acquisition, · Brian
Sipe. Sipe completed 9 of 18
passes for 173 yards and 2
touchdowns.
The Generals cut their
roster down to the 50 man
limit this week. Veteran wide
reciever most
Mikeof Friede,
who
started
last season,

Philadelphia took the ensu- the score 13-10 for the Baning kickoff and drove down to dits.
After two Philadelphia
the Bandits 26-yard line
before the drive stalled. .drives failed, the Bandits
David Trout came in and hit struck again when Reaves
on a 43 yard field goal at- again dropped a pass over the
tempt to close the score to right shoulder of reciever
6-3.
Larry Brodsky to give the
The next Tampa possession Bandits a commanding 19-10
ended after four plays, and lead going into halftime.
was made worse' 'when An- Reaves passed 29 times, comdrusyshyn's punt was block- pleting 19 for 236 yards and
ed. Philadelphia's Jeff two touchdowns in the first
Rodenberger picked up the half.
The second half wa·s less
ball and trotted into the endzone untouched to give the than a showcase for exStars their first and last lead Florida Gator quarterback
in the game.
Wayne Peace. Peace comWith 3:08 left in the first pleted only 2 of 5 passes for 4
half the Bandits regained the yards in the third quarter,
lead when Reaves dropped a and did not improve much in
perfectly timed 31-yard the fourth. All the Bandits
touchdown pass into the arms could generate in the second
of wide reciever Eric half was a 47-yard field goal
Truvillion. Andrusyshyn's by Andrusyshyn, but it ·was
point after was good to make enough to secure the win.

~

~

A Generals coach offer~ instructions to players.

···••••••••••••••••••••••••••llil•••••••••••••iiiiiiili

was one of the seven players
cut.

•••
Last Saturday night Orlando welcomed the Tampa Bay
Bandits to the Orlando
Stadium, in an exhibition
gan:ie against the Philadephia
Stars. A disappointing crowd
of about 4,000 showed up for
the game which featured such
outstanding players as the.
Stars' Kelvin Bryant and
Chuck Fusina, and the Bandits' John Reaves and Wayne
Peace.
The Bandits marched down
the field ·under the direction of
Reaves, in a nine play drive
which. culminated with a
4-yard touchdown run by
Larry Key. The point after attempt by Zenon Andrusyshyn was blocked so the
Bandits had to settle for a 6-0
lead with just over 4 minutes
gone in the first quarter.

~~If you never

heard of VISTA,
its because you
never needed
VISTA~~
- James Earl Jones
There are 5,000·volunteers
working with urban and rural
poor, helping them solve their
problems. Happy Birthday,
VISTA. You've grown up to
become a working part
of America.

· For 15 years.
~
makingagood.accmtter.
,
A

Pub11~ Service of 1 his Newsp.111rr

g Thi' Ac1wrh\1nQ C11url< •I

--- \ .
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Nissan Regular Bed

11/FllR#II.
lllllllllll/111

Ruler over all!
Tough. Rough. Ready for anything. That's what
Nissan's new King Cab~4x4 is like on the outside. But
from where you sit, it's sheer comfort, with a luxurious
interior that includes standard jump seats and a sliding
rear window. Come see it now! You'd be hard put to
find a truck this major at a price this down to earth.

ONLY $5555.00
Plus Freight

We have an excellent
selection of used'
280ZX sports cars
AND
Sixty ''60'' others
used cars- and trucks

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSU·N .-·
1983 N. Semora.n Blvd. 1 mile North of ·Hwy 50
between . Colonial and UnlversltY Blvd.

-
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<tambribge <ttrcle
Save Dad·$9,000
Live In A New Townhome
For Him
,/,,/,,/

lf:'s Really .True,
when your dad buys a new townhome and you live in it he will save
$2,500 on the down payment.

QuGlity conSt1uction.Gnd.
c·onvenient floorplGns. " ·Plus a $2,300 Savings
I

::',·

we will pay all closing costs during
our preconstruction sale from now
through Feb.29. *.

:
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Only $2,500 Down,
$331 per· mo. *

I

You can own a 2 bedroom 2112
bath townhome with dishw sher,rang ,
microwave,refrigerator, washer,dryer,
alarm system,and more.

Up to $7,400 Tax Write-Off

Living Room
up-'-'--~

I

Bedroom
13 4

,. .,. :_

I .¥" _,.._,

•

11•

.:::::c:

available in the first full years
ownership.
·

.Phone Home ·

'·-===

Dad really can save money with
your help~ We can help you show
him ~ow. Tell dad to call us
today or come by this week.
GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR
• $49.900 sole price.$47. 400 mor1goge amount
&Jsed on 7Y2% convenlionol 30-yeor
financ ing . 13% A.P.R Limited to 3 lo!ol loon points.
Interest roles subject Jo c honqe w1lhoul notice

University Blvd.

UCF
'ii

·c

Cambridge Circle

...
>< ...•ca

~

Ci

S.R. SO

Call John Nauman or
Hours:
Dave Parker
9-5 Mon.-Fri.
Weekends by
(305) 273-0990
Advantage Developement Corp.
appoint,ment

